
Filtering is the most commonly used signal processing technique. Filters are usually used
to remove or attenuate an undesired portion of a signal’s spectrum while enhancing the
desired portions of the signal. Often, the undesired portion of a signal is random noise
with a frequency content different from the desired portion of the signal. Thus, by design-
ing a filter to remove some of the random noise, the signal-to-noise ratio can be improved
in some measurable way.

Filtering can be performed using analog circuits with continuous-time analog in-
puts or digital circuits with discrete time digital inputs. In systems where the input signal
is digital samples (in music synthesis or digital transmission systems, for example), a dig-
ital filter can be used directly. If the input signal is from a sensor that produces an analog
voltage or current, then an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter is required to create the digi-
tal samples. In either case, a digital filter can be used to alter the spectrum of the sampled
signal, xi, in order to produce an enhanced output, yi. Digital filtering can be performed in
either the time or frequency domain with general-purpose computers using previously
stored digital samples or in real-time with dedicated hardware. In this chapter, we con-
sider the time domain methods of implementing digital filters. Chapter 5 is concerned
with frequency domain methods using the discrete Fourier transform. In both chapters,
the programs introduced can be used with real-time hardware or with general-purpose
computers.

Figure 4.1 shows a typical digital filter structure containing N memory elements
used to store the input samples and N memory elements (or delay elements) used to store
the output sequence. As a new sample comes in, the contents of each of the input memory
elements are copied to the memory elements to the right. As each output sample is
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formed by accumulating the products of the coefficients and the stored values, the output
memory elements are copied to the left. The series of memory elements forms a digital
delay line. The delayed values used to form the filter output are called taps because each
output makes an intermediate connection along the delay line to provide a particular
delay. This filter structure implements the following difference equation:

(4.1)

As discussed in Chapter 1, filters can be classified based on the duration of their
impulse response. Filters where the an terms are zero are called finite impulse response
(FIR) filters because the response of the filter to an impulse (or any other input signal)
cannot change N samples past the last excitation. FIR filters are discussed in Section 4.2
and in Chapter 1 in Section 1.3.1. Filters where one or more of the an terms are nonzero
are infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. Because the output of an IIR filter depends on a
sum of the N input samples as well as a sum of the past N output samples, the output re-
sponse is essentially dependent on all past inputs. Thus, the filter output response to any
finite-length input is infinite in length giving the IIR filter infinite memory. IIR filters are
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FIGURE 4.1 Filter structure of Nth order filter. The previous N input and
output samples stored in the delay elements are used to form the output
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Sec. 4.1 Filtering Routines 179

discussed in Section 4.3 and in Chapter 1 in Section 1.3.3. The remaining sections of this
chapter discuss several applications of FIR and IIR linear filtering (Sections 4.4 to 4.7),
as well as a brief introduction to nonlinear filtering (Section 4.8).

Many of the C++ language implementations of the digital filtering functions dis-
cussed in this chapter will use a Filter class to store the FIR or IIR filter coefficients and
the other information associated with the filter. This class is defined as follows:

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Class Filter (abstract base class)
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class Type>
class Filter
{
public:

// Constructor
Filter() :
m_coef( NULL ),
m_hist( NULL ),
m_length( 0 )
{ 
}

// Destructor
~Filter()
{
if( m_coef != NULL )

delete [] m_coef;
if( m_hist != NULL )

delete [] m_hist;
m_length = 0;
}

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Virtual pure functions are implemented in derived classes
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// filter( const Vector<Type>& vIn )
//   Performs filtering on a Vector.
//
//  Note:
//   Default implementation uses the virtual pure
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//   function filterElement() which derived classes
//   must implement.
//
//  Returns:
//   Filtered Vector
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
virtual Vector<Type> filter( const Vector<Type>& vIn )
{
int lenIn = vIn.length();
Vector<Type> vOut( lenIn );
vOut = (Type)0;

for( int i = 0; i < vIn.length(); i++ )
vOut[i] = filterElement( vIn[i] );

return vOut;
}

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// filterElement( const Type input )
//   Performs filtering sample by sample on Type.
//
// Returns:
//  Filtered element
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
virtual Type filterElement( const Type input ) = 0;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// reset()
//   Reset history of filter, but keep parameters.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
virtual void reset() = 0;

// Allow fast read-only access to data
const Type *getCoefficients( int len ) const
{
if( len != m_length )
throw DSPBoundaryException( "Coefficients different length" );

return m_coef;
}
// Return the number of coefficients
int length() const { return m_length; }
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protected:
// Pointer to coefficients of filter
Type *m_coef;
// Pointer to history of filter
Type *m_hist;
// Size of the filter
int m_length;

};

This class consists of an integer giving the length of the filter (the number of coeffi-
cients for FIR filters and the number of second-order sections for IIR filters), a pointer to
an optional floating-point array used to store the past history associated with the input or
output of the filter, and a pointer to a floating-point array of coefficient values. Because
this structure is used by all of the floating-point filter routines discussed in this chapter,
the interpretation of these three elements depends on the type of filtering being per-
formed. The Filter class is defined in the header file FILTER.H along with the IIR and
FIR filter classes and the prototypes for the filtering functions described in this chapter.

4.1 DIGITAL VERSUS ANALOG FILTERS

Although this chapter is concerned with discrete time digital filtering methods, analog fil-
ters have a long and fruitful history and are still the method of choice in many cases. In
fact, many digital filters are designed based on the theory developed for analog filters.
For these reasons, it is important to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of analog fil-
ters when compared with digital filters.

Analog filters are circuits made of reactive and capacitive elements that create a fil-
ter by storing and releasing energy with different time constants. The input and output of
a continuous-time analog filter is always coupled into its storage elements so that it will
always have an infinite impulse response. Also, the circuit elements are never perfect, so
an ideal transfer function (requiring lossless storage elements) is never obtained. The
practical considerations of analog filter design such as impedance matching, transmission
line effects, component aging, and tuning can make analog filters difficult to design, use,
and manufacture. These practical limitations also limit the maximum filter order that can
be reliably produced. This maximum filter order ultimately restricts bandwidth (or transi-
tion bandwidth) to some lower bound depending on the filter frequency and the type of
circuit elements being used.

Because all of the operations in a digital filter are discrete in nature (i.e., each result
is computed during a fixed time interval) and are deterministic, a digital filter of any
order N (see Figure 4.1) can be constructed. Practical considerations such as the number
of components, the speed at which the multiplies and adds must occur, and the number of
bits used to represent the input and output ultimately determine only the cost and size of
the digital filter. Digital filters can be inexpensively implemented using extremely small
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geometry microelectronic techniques not available for analog circuits. In fact, filters that
are very difficult to implement with analog filters (such as precise, high-order filters or
linear phase filters) can be routinely implemented using digital filters.

Although digital filters can implement filters that are difficult or impossible to
build using analog methods, digital filters usually consume more power and are more ex-
pensive because they require more active components. One important exception to this is
when a large number of analog filters are required that can be efficiently implemented
using a single digital signal processing integrated circuit. Also, the dynamic range of ana-
log filters (the maximum signal-to-noise ratio that can be passed by the filter) can always
be made to exceed the performance of any equivalent digital implementation. This is pri-
marily because the analog-to-digital converter required at the input of an equivalent digi-
tal system is an analog circuit with far less dynamic range than the components in a prop-
erly designed analog filter. In fact, in many digital filtering systems, an analog filter is
required before the analog-to-digital converter in order to reduce aliasing and improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.

Analog filters can be constructed to operate at higher frequencies than digital fil-
ters. Using microwave circuit techniques, analog filters can be designed to work well
above 1 gigahertz. Digital filters are limited by the available analog-to-digital converters
and by the speed and complexity of the digital circuits used to implement them. Analog-
to-digital converters depend on the settling time of analog circuits which limits the accu-
racy obtainable at a particular sampling rate. Thus, the settling time and noise in the ana-
log circuits in the A/D converter both limit the input signal dynamic range by limiting the
number of valid data bits. For example, 16-bit converters are available with sampling
rates as high as 200 kHz, but only 8-bit converters are available at 500 MHz sampling
rates.

4.2 FIR FILTERS

Finite impulse response filters have several properties that make them useful for a wide
range of applications. A perfect linear phase response can easily be constructed with an
FIR filter allowing a signal to be passed without phase distortion. FIR filters are inher-
ently stable, so stability concerns do not arise in the design or implementation phase of
development. Even though FIR filters typically require a large number of multiplies and
adds per input sample, they can be implemented using fast convolution with FFT algo-
rithms (see Chapter 5). Also, FIR structures are simpler and easier to implement with
standard fixed-point digital circuits at very high speeds. The only possible disadvantage
of FIR filters is that they require more multiplies for a given frequency response when
compared to IIR filters and, therefore, often exhibit a longer processing delay for the
input to reach the output.

During the past 20 years, many techniques have been developed for the design and
implementation of FIR filters. Windowing is perhaps the simplest and oldest FIR design
technique (see Chapter 5 for a description of some of the available windows) but is quite
limited in practice. The window design method has no independent control over the pass-
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band and stopband ripple. Also, filters with unconventional responses such as multiple
passband filters cannot be designed. On the other hand, window design can be done with
a pocket calculator and can come close to optimal in some cases.

This section discusses optimal FIR filter design with equiripple error with different
weights in the passbands and stopbands. This class of FIR filters is widely used primarily
because of the well-known Remez exchange algorithm developed for FIR filters by
McClellan and Parks. The general McClellan-Parks program can be used to design filters
with several passbands and stopbands, digital differentiators, and Hilbert transformers.
The FIR coefficients obtained using the McClellan-Parks program can be used directly
with the structure shown in Figure 4.1 (with the an terms equal to zero). The floating-
point coefficients obtained can be implemented using floating-point arithmetic (see
Section 4.2.1), or they can be rounded and used with integer arithmetic (see Section
4.2.2).

The McClellan-Parks program is available on the enclosed disk (see file
REMEZ.C) or as part of many of the filter design packages available for personal com-
puters. The program is also printed in several DSP texts (see Elliot or Rabiner and Gold).
The McClellan-Parks program requires the following information:

1. Filter type––multiple passband/stopband, differentiator, or Hilbert transformer

2. Filter length––number of taps (N)

3. Number of bands

4. Band edges––the lower and upper edges for each passband and stopband as a frac-
tion of the sampling frequency

5. Desired response for each band (1 for passbands, 0 for stopbands, for example)

6. Weight associated with each band

Because the stopband attenuation and passband ripple are not specified as an input to the
McClellan-Parks program, it is often difficult to determine the filter length required for a
particular filter specification. Guessing the filter length will eventually reach a reasonable
solution but can take a long time. Further, if the filter length given is very far from the re-
quired value, the algorithm may not converge. For one stopband and one passband, the
following approximation for the filter length (N) of an optimal lowpass filter has been de-
veloped by Kaiser:

(4.2)
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Amax is the total passband ripple (in dB) of the passband from 0 to fpass. If the maximum
of the magnitude response is 0 dB, then Amax is the maximum attenuation throughout the
passband. Astop is the minimum stopband attenuation (in dB) of the stopband from fstop to
fs/2. The approximation for N is accurate within about 10% of the actual required filter
length (usually on the low side). The ratio of the passband error (δ1) to the stopband error
(δ2) is entered by choosing appropriate weights for each band. Higher weighting of stop-
bands will increase the minimum attenuation; higher weighting of the passband will de-
crease the passband ripple.

As a simple example, consider the following filter specifications that specify a low-
pass filter designed to remove the upper half of the signal spectrum:

Passband (fpass): 0-0.2fS
Passband ripple (Amax): <0.5 dB

Stopband (fstop): 0.25-0.5 fS
Stopband attenuation (Astop): >40 dB

From these specifications we find that

The result of Equation 4.2 is then N = 32. After running the McClellan-Parks program
with the above specifications with a stopband weighting 3 times the passband weighting
(rounding the 2.837 ratio of δ1 : δ2 to 3 for convenience), the specifications are not quite
met (Astop is 38.4 dB and Amax = 0.61 dB). In practice, the order of the filter is not always
monotonically related to the product δ1δ2. Sometimes a particular odd filter is much bet-
ter than an even filter of greater order. After a little trial and error it was found that a 35-
point filter meets the specifications with Astop = 40.6 dB and Amax = 0.48 dB. The im-
pulse response of this filter is shown in Figure 4.2(a). The frequency response was
determined using a 1024-point fast Fourier transform (see Section 5.9 in Chapter 5) and
is shown in Figure 4.2(b).

Although the passband and stopband band edges can be specified to be any value
from 0 to 0.5 fs, in practice it is often easier to use the above design equation for the filter
length of a lowpass filter and then translate the lowpass filter to a different center fre-
quency to make a bandpass or highpass filter. The new translated filter coefficients, gn,
are related to the lowpass coefficients, hn, by the well-known frequency translation for-
mula as follows:

gn = hne j2π fshift n (4.3)

The normalized frequency shift, fshift (0 to 0.5), is the shift of the frequency response of
gn relative to the frequency response of hn. In general, gn is a complex function that
forms a bandpass filter with a bandwidth of twice the cutoff frequency of the lowpass fil-
ter and a center frequency equal to fshift (complex filters are discussed in Section 4.6). By
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FIGURE 4.2 (a) Impulse response of 35-point FIR lowpass filter
designed using the McClellan-Park program. (b) Frequency re-
sponse of 35-point FIR lowpass filter.
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taking the real part of gn, a real bandpass filter can also be obtained when fshift is greater
than the lowpass filter stopband frequency, fstop. A highpass filter can be obtained by set-
ting fshift = 0.5, which results in multiplying the hn coefficients by a sequence of alternat-
ing ± 1. The passband of the highpass filter is from (0.5fs - fpass) to 0.5fs and the stopband
is from 0 to (0.5fs - fstop). The resulting impulse response and frequency response of the
highpass filter obtained by translating the 35-point lowpass filter are shown in Figures
4.3(a) and 4.3(b), respectively.

4.2.1 Floating-Point FIR Filters

FIR filters can be implemented with integer or floating-point arithmetic. Floating-point
implementations have the advantage that the coefficients generated by the McClellan-
Parks program can be used directly with no change in the resulting frequency response.
Integer implementations (see Section 4.2.2) have the advantage that the hardware re-
quired to implement integer arithmetic is usually faster and less expensive than floating-
point hardware. The FIRFilter class shown in Listing 4.1 takes an input Vector, filters it,
and stores the result in an output Vector. The filter coefficients are passed to the function
using the Filter structure (as defined in FILTER.H). The filter function directly imple-
ments the following convolution equation:

(4.4)

where xi, is the input array, yi is the output array, and bn is the coefficient array. Note that
the order of the filter (N in Equation 4.1) is the filter length (L) minus one (it takes two
coefficients to make a first-order FIR filter). The length of the filter (L) and the coeffi-
cient array must be defined in the FILTER structure, but the history pointer is not used.
The history of the input values required by the FIR filter in this case comes from the
input array itself. An implementation of FIR filtering that implements the structure shown
in Figure 4.1 using a history array is discussed in Section 4.4.1, where real-time FIR fil-
tering is described.

Normally, the direct form implementation of the convolution equation generates an
output array that is L − 1 samples longer than the input array. The samples before and
after the input samples are assumed to be zero when the input sequence overlaps only
part of the filter function. The filter output exhibits a startup transient length equal to the
length of the filter until the zeroes do not influence the output. A similar effect occurs
when the end of the input data is approached. In digital signal processing, the startup and
end responses generally do not contain useful information, so it is undesirable to generate
an output array that is longer than the input array. The FIRFilter member function gener-
ates the same number of output samples as input samples. Figure 4.4 illustrates the FIR
filter convolution used by the FIRFilter member function. The L/2 samples at the begin-
ning of the convolution [(L − 1)/2 for odd L] are not calculated, so that the output samples
align with the input samples. This (L − 1)/2 sample skip in the convolution output exactly
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FIGURE 4.3 (a) Impulse response of 35-point FIR highpass filter
obtained from the lowpass filter shown in Figure 4.2 by fre-
quency translation. (b) Frequency response of 35-point FIR high-
pass filter.
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LISTING 4.1 Class FIRFilter (in FILTER.H) used to filter a vector using the
Filter class. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Class FIRFilter —- Implements abstract base class filter
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class Type>
class FIRFilter : public Filter<Type>
{
public:

// Constructor
FIRFilter( const Type *coef, int length )
{
// Validate parameters
if( length <= 0 )

throw DSPParamException( "No filter data" );

if( coef == NULL )
throw DSPParamException( "Null filter coefficients" );

// Allocate memory for filter coefficients and history
m_coef = new Type[length];
if( m_coef == NULL )

throw DSPMemoryException();

m_hist = new Type[length];
if( m_hist == NULL )

throw DSPMemoryException();
m_length = length;

// Copy coefficients
Type *pc = m_coef;
for( int i = 0; i < length; i++ )

*pc++ = *coef++;
reset();
}

// Implementation of abstract base class function 
virtual Vector<Type> filter( const Vector<Type>& vIn )
{
int lenIn = vIn.length();
Vector<Type> vOut( lenIn );
vOut = (Type)0;

// Set up for coefficients
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LISTING 4.1 (Continued)

Type *startCoef = m_coef;
int lenCoef2 = ( m_length + 1 ) / 2;

// Set up input data pointers
const Type *endIn = vIn.getData( lenIn ) + lenIn - 1;
const Type *ptrIn = vIn.getData( lenIn ) + lenCoef2 - 1;

// Initial value of accumulation length for startup
int lenAcc = lenCoef2;

for(int i = 0 ; i < lenIn; i++ )
{

// Set up pointers for accumulation
const Type *ptrData = ptrIn;
const Type *ptrCoef = startCoef;

// Do accumulation and write result
Type acc = *ptrCoef++ * *ptrData—;
for( int j = 1; j < lenAcc; j++ )

acc += *ptrCoef++ * *ptrData—;
vOut[i] = acc;

// Check for end case
if( ptrIn == endIn )
{

// One shorter each time
lenAcc—;
// Next coefficient each time
startCoef++;

}
else 
{

// Check for startup
if( lenAcc < m_length )
{

// Add to input pointer
lenAcc++;

}
ptrIn++;

}
}
return vOut;
}

// Implementation of abstract base class function
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LISTING 4.1 (Continued)

virtual Type filterElement( const Type input )
{

// Start at beginning of history
Type *ptrHist = m_hist;
Type *ptrHist1 = m_hist;

// point to last coefficient
Type *ptrCoef = m_coef + m_length - 1;

// Form output accumulation
Type output = *ptrHist++ * *ptrCoef—;
for( int i = 2; i < m_length; i++ )
{

// Update history array
*ptrHist1++ = *ptrHist;
output += *ptrHist++ * *ptrCoef—;

}

// Input tap
output += input * *ptrCoef;
// Last history
*ptrHist1 = input;

return output;
}

// Implementation of abstract base class function 
virtual void reset()
{
Type *ph = m_hist;
for( int i = 0; i < m_length; i++ )

*ph++ = (Type)0;
}

Type getHistory( int i )
{
if( i < 0 || i >= m_length )

throw DSPBoundaryException( “Element outside of history” );
return m_hist[i];
}

private:
// No default constructor
FIRFilter();

};
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compensates for the delay of an odd-length linear phase FIR filter. Even-length FIR fil-
ters have a delay that is not an integral number of samples, so the L/2 sample skip is half
a sample too large.

The convolution equation could be implemented directly for a particular output y[i]
using C statements as follows:

y[i] = 0.0;
for(j = 0 ; j < L ; j++)

y[i] += b[j] * x[i-j];

Although this will work (if i > L - 1) and is very readable, it is inefficient because of all
the address arithmetic required and multiple accesses to the output array. The following
code is used in FIRFilter:

Type acc = *ptrCoef++ * *ptrData—;
for( int j = 1; j < lenAcc; j++ )

acc += *ptrCoef++ * *ptrData—;
vOut[i] = acc;

The first statement does the first multiply of the filter; the for loop does the remaining
multiply-accumulates. If floating-point registers are available in the target processor, the
variable acc should be declared as a register for maximum efficiency. The input data
pointer (ptrData) is initially pointing to vIn[(L − 1)/2], and the initial accumulation
length (lenAcc) is (L + 1)/2 (where L is the filter length). Thus, the first output is calcu-
lated based on the first half of the filter coefficients. As each new output sample is calcu-
lated, lenAcc is incremented until it equals the filter length and the startup samples are
completed. A similar reduction in the accumulation length occurs when the input pointer
reaches the end of the input array.
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FIGURE 4.4 Illustration of the FIR filtering performed by the
FIRFilter class. The overlap of the input data (length N) and the
filter coefficients are shown for the first and last output sam-
ples. The number of input samples in the convolutions for the
first and last output samples is indicated (integer truncation in
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The program FIRFILT shown in Listing 4.2 uses the FIRFilter class to filter the
records in a DSP data file. For example, the data file WAVE3.DAT shown graphically in
Figure 4.5(a) can be filtered using FIRFILT as shown below:

Enter input file name : WAVE3.DAT

File trailer:

Signal of length 150 equal to the sum of 3
cosine waves at the following frequencies:
f/fs = 0.010000
f/fs = 0.020000
f/fs = 0.400000

Enter filter type (0 = LPF, 1 = HPF, 2 = PULSE) [0...2] : 0

Enter output file name : WAVE3FO.DAT

192 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

LISTING 4.2 Program FIRFILT uses the filter class and one of the exam-
ple FIR filters to filter a DSP formatted data record. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// firfilt.cpp - Filter records using FIR Filters
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
#include "filter.h"
#include "fircoefs.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Filters DSPFile records using a finite-impulse-response
//   filter and generate a new DSPFile containing filtered data.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{
try
{
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LISTING 4.2 (Continued)

DSPFile dspfileIn;
DSPFile dspfileOut;
String strName;
String strTrailer;

// Open the input file
do getInput( "Enter file to filter", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfileIn.isFound( strName ) == false );
dspfileIn.openRead( strName );
dspfileIn.getTrailer( strTrailer );

// Print trailer
if( strTrailer.isEmpty() == false )

cout << "File trailer:\n" << strTrailer << endl;

// Get type of filter to use of several in filter.h
int typeFilter = 0;
getInput( 

"Enter type of filter ( 0 = LPF, 1 = HPF, 2 = PULSE )",
typeFilter,
FILTERTYPE_FIRLPF,
FILTERTYPE_FIRPULSE );

// Create filter with coefficients chosen by user
String strType;
Filter<float> *filter = NULL;
switch( typeFilter )
{
case FILTERTYPE_FIRLPF:

strType = "Filtered using 35 tap lowpass FIR at 0.2\n";
filter = &FIRLPF;
break;

case FILTERTYPE_FIRHPF:
strType = "Filtered using 35 tap highpass FIR at 0.3\n";
filter = &FIRHPF;
break;

case FILTERTYPE_FIRPULSE:
strType = "Filtered using 52 tap bandpass matched FIR \n";
filter = &FIRPULSE;
break;

}

// Write filtered vector out to file
do getInput( "Enter filtered output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
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LISTING 4.2 (Continued)

dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );

// Filter data one record at a time
Vector<float> vIn;
for( int i = 0; i < dspfileIn.getNumRecords(); i++ )
{

// Get record
dspfileIn.read( vIn );
// Write filtered record
dspfileOut.write( filter->filter( vIn ) );

}

// Append to trailer
strTrailer += strType;
dspfileOut.setTrailer( strTrailer );

// Close files
dspfileIn.close();
dspfileOut.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{
// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;
}
return 0;
}

In this case, the 35-point lowpass filter (type 0) was selected. The three filters that can be
selected (lowpass, highpass, or pulse) are defined in FILTER.CPP. The pulse filter is a
matched bandpass filter and will be discussed in Section 4.7.3. The result of the above
lowpass filtering of the WAVE3.DAT record is shown in Figure 4.5(b). Note that the
highest frequency of the WAVE3.DAT record is removed but the 0.01 and 0.02 frequen-
cies are preserved.

Figure 4.6(a) shows a 6000-sample voice data set stored in the file CHKL.DAT. It
consists of 0.75 seconds (the sampling rate of the 8-bit A/D converter was 8 kHz) of the
author speaking the words “chicken little.” This speech waveform contains a great deal of
amplitude and frequency variation typical of speech data. Each syllable of the two words
are visible (chi-ken-lit-tle) in the envelope of the signal. The 5-msec gap starting at about
sample 1200 is the stop between “chi” and “ken.” Figure 4.6(b) shows the result of filter-
ing the CHKL.DAT data file with the 35-point highpass FIR filter (selection 1) using the
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FIGURE 4.5 FIR lowpass filtering example. (a) Original WAVE3.DAT
data file with 3 frequencies at 0.01, 0.02 and 0.4 (150 points). (b)
After lowpass filter using the filter shown in Figure 4.2.
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FIGURE 4.6 FIR highpass filtering example. (a) Original CHKL.DAT
data file consisting of the author’s words “chicken little” sam-
pled at 8 kHz (6000 samples are shown). (b) After highpass filter
using the filter shown in Figure 4.3.
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FIRFILT program. This highpass result shows the high frequencies present in the “chi”
and “ken” portions of the speech data. The CHKL.DAT data is analyzed in more detail in
Section 5.10 of Chapter 5.

4.2.2 Integer FIR Filters

An integer filter can be designed by rounding the coefficients obtained from the
McClellan-Park program. For best performance, the maximum coefficient in the FIR fil-
ter is set equal to the maximum integer value represented in the integer representation
with B bits. In two’s complement binary representation, values from −2B − 1 to 2B − 1 − 1
can be represented. For example, the 35-point lowpass filter shown in Figure 4.1 has a
maximum value of 0.44541 at the center of the filter. The coefficients of this lowpass fil-
ter can be quantized using the following code segment:

for(i = 0 ; i < 35 ; i++)
fir_int = round(127.0*fir_lpf35/0.44541);

Where the inline round function (defined in DSP.H) is used to round the floating-point
values (FIRLPF35 is defined in FILTER.CPP) to the nearest integer. The first 18 unique
coefficients of this filter and the rounded values are as follows:

FIRLPF35 value        8-bit rounded value
-0.006849                -2
0.001949                 1
0.013099                 4
0.011007                 3
-0.006610                -2
-0.013219                -4
0.006820                 2
0.022924                 7
0.000773                 0
-0.031535                -9
-0.013848                -4
0.040546                12
0.038411                11
-0.047905               -14
-0.897390               -26
0.052856                15
0.312651                89
0.445415               127

The frequency response of this 8-bit integer filter is shown in Figure 4.7. Note that
the minimum attenuation of this filter is not constant throughout the stopband. Thus, the
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filter is no longer an equiripple filter, because of the quantization error in the coefficients.
The overall minimum stopband attenuation is reduced to about 35 dB compared to the
original 40.6 dB realized by the floating-point version [see Figure 4.2(b)]. A similar
change in the passband ripple can also be discovered by plotting the passband in detail.

The program FIRITEST shown in Listing 4.3 implements direct convolution of an
integer input and a set of integer coefficients to generate an integer result. For this exam-
ple, the program will lowpass filter the integer CHKL.DAT data set.

The FIRITEST program works in a similar way to the FIRFILT program except
that the product of the integer input and filter arrays is accumulated using a long integer
(32 bits). In the above example, the accumulated results are divided by 285 because
127/285 is very close to the original max value of 0.44541. This scaling makes the result
of the above program essentially identical to the result that would be obtained using the
FIRFILT floating-point program. The differences between integer filters and floating-
point filters are generally subtle except when the number of bits used to represent the fil-
ter is small (especially when less than 8 bits are used) or the required stopband attenua-
tion is large (greater than 40 dB for 8-bit coefficients, for example).

198 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

FIGURE 4.7 Frequency response of 35-point FIR lowpass filter
after the coefficients have been quantized to 8 bits (maximum
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Sec. 4.2 Fir Filters 199

LISTING 4.3 Program firitest used to filter integer array using
an integer array of coefficients. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// firitest.cpp - Filter vector of integers
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h”"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
#include "filter.h"
#include "fircoefs.h"

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Filters DSPFile containing integers using 
//   templated FIRFilter class and generates filtered DSPFile.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{
DSPFile dspfile;
const int filtLen = ELEMENTS( FIRLPF35 );
int intCoefs[filtLen];

// Round the 35 point lowpass filter to 8 bits
for( int i = 0; i < filtLen; i++ )
intCoefs[i] = round( 127.0f * FIRLPF35[i] / 0.44541f );

// Open the input file
dspfile.openRead( "chkl.dat" );

// Read data into integer vector
Vector<int> vIn;
dspfile.read( vIn );
dspfile.close();

// Create filter using integer coefficients
FIRFilter<int> firiFilt( intCoefs, filtLen );
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4.3 IIR FILTERS

Infinite impulse response filters are commonly realized recursively by feeding back a
weighted sum of past output values and adding this to a weighted sum of the previous and
current input values. In terms of the structure shown in Figure 4.1, IIR filters have
nonzero values for some or all of the an values. The major advantage of IIR filters com-
pared to FIR filters is that a given-order IIR filter can be made much more frequency se-
lective than the same-order FIR filter. In other words, IIR filters are computationally effi-
cient. The disadvantage of the recursive realization is that IIR filters are much more
difficult to design and implement. Stability, roundoff noise, and sometimes phase nonlin-
earity must be considered carefully in all but the most trivial IIR filter designs.

The direct form IIR filter realization shown in Figure 4.1, though simple in appear-
ance, can have severe response sensitivity problems because of coefficient quantization,
especially as the order of the filter increases. To reduce these effects, the transfer function
is usually decomposed into second-order sections and then realized either as parallel or
cascade sections (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3). In Section 4.3.1 we describe an IIR filter
design and implementation method based on cascade decomposition of a transfer func-
tion into second-order sections. The C++ language implementation given in Section 4.3.2

200 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

LISTING 4.3 (Continued)

// Filter file
Vector<int> vOut = firiFilt.filter( vIn );

// Scale output by precomputed constant
for( i = 0; i < vOut.length(); i++ )

vOut[i] = vOut[i] / 285;

// Write filtered vector out to file
dspfile.openWrite( "cifil.dat" );
dspfile.write( vOut );
dspfile.close();
}
catch( DSPException& e )
{
// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;
}
return 0;

}
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uses single-precision floating-point numbers in order to avoid coefficient quantization ef-
fects associated with fixed-point implementations that can cause instability and signifi-
cant changes in the transfer function.

Figure 4.8 shows a block diagram of the cascaded second-order IIR filter imple-
mentation described in Section 4.3.2. This realization is known as a direct form II realiza-
tion because unlike the structure shown in Figure 4.1, it has only two delay elements for
each second-order section. This realization is canonic in the sense that the structure has
the fewest adds (4), multiplies (4), and delay elements (2) for each second-order section.
This realization should be the most efficient for a wide variety of general-purpose proces-
sors as well as many of the processors designed specifically for digital signal processing.

4.3.1 IIR Filter Design

IIR digital filters can be designed in many ways, but by far the most common IIR de-
sign method is the bilinear transform. This method relies on the existence of a known 
s-domain transfer function (or Laplace transform) of the filter to be designed. The 
s-domain filter coefficients are transformed into equivalent z-domain coefficients for use
in an IIR digital filter. This might seem like a problem, since s-domain transfer functions
are just as hard to determine as z-domain transfer functions. Fortunately, Laplace trans-
form methods and s-domain transfer functions were developed many years ago for de-
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FIGURE 4.8 Direct form II realization of N second order cascaded IIR
sections as implemented by IIRFilter. The variables coef[ ], new-hist,
history 1, and history 2 refer to the variable names used by functions in
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signing analog filters as well as for modeling mechanical and even biological systems.
Thus, many tables of s-domain filter coefficients are available for almost any type of fil-
ter function (see the References for a few examples). Also, computer programs are avail-
able to generate coefficients for many of the common filter types (see the books by Jong,
Antoniou, and Stearns and David, or one of the many filter design packages available for
personal computers). Because of the vast array of available filter tables, the large number
of filter types and because the design and selection of a filter requires careful examination
of all the requirements (passband ripple, stopband attenuation, as well as phase response
in some cases), the subject of s-domain filter design will not be covered in this book.
Instead, this section describes the bilinear transform and introduces a program to perform
the bilinear transform on a set of s-domain coefficients (program IIRDEZN.CPP shown
in Listing 4.4). The s-domain coefficients are assumed to be factored into a series of sec-
ond-order sections for a cascade filter implementation. Most of the tables of s-domain fil-
ter coefficients are provided in this format or can easily be converted. The z-domain coef-

202 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

LISTING 4.4 Program IIRDEZN used to determine the z-domain of an IIR

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
//iirdezn.cpp - Design IIR filter coefficients
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
#include "filter.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
//Constants
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Size of magnitude vector to write
const int MAG_LENGTH = 501;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
//prewarp( Vector<double>& w, double fc, double fs )
//  Prewarps coefficents of a numerator or denominator.
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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LISTING 4.4 (Continued)

void prewarp( Vector<double>& w, double fc, double fs )
{

// Validate parameters
if( w.length() != 3 )

throw DSPParamException("Prewarp vector must contain 3 elements");

double wp = 2.0 * fs * tan( PI * fc / fs );

if( wp == 0.0 )
throw DSPMathException( "Divide by zero" );

w[1] = w[1] / wp;
w[2] = w[2] / ( wp * wp );

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// bilinear( ... )
//   Compute the bilinear tranform of the numerator and
//   denominator coefficients and return four z transform
//   coeffiecients for Direct Form II realization using
//   the IIR filter program.
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void bilinear(

// Numerator coefficients
const Vector<double>& a,
// Denominator coefficients
const Vector<double>& b,
// Overall gain factor
double& k,
// Sampling rate
double fs,
// 4 IIR coefficients
float *coef )

{
// Validate parameters
if( coef == NULL )

throw DSPParamException("NULL filter coefficients");
if( a.length() != 3 || b.length() != 3 )

throw DSPParamException("Invalid coefficient vector length");

// Alpha denominator
double ad = 4.0f * a[2] * fs * fs + 2.0f * a[1] * fs + a[0];
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LISTING 4.4 (Continued)

// Beta denominator
double bd = 4.0f * b[2] * fs * fs + 2.0f * b[1] * fs + b[0];

// Update gain constant for this section
if( bd == (double)0.0f )

throw DSPMathException( "Divide by zero" );

k *= ad / bd;

// Bilinear transform the coefficients

// Beta1
coef[0] = (float)( ( 2.0f*b[0] - 8.0f*b[2]*fs*fs ) / bd );
// Beta2
coef[1] = (float)( ( 4.0f*b[2] * fs*fs - 2.0f*b[1]*\fs + b[0] ) / bd );
// Alpha1
coef[2] = (float)( ( 2.0f*a[0] - 8.0f*a[2]*fs * fs ) / ad );
// Alpha2
coef[3] = (float)( ( 4.0*a[2]*fs*fs - 2.0f*a[1]*fs + a[0] ) / ad );

}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Vector<double> magnitude( const IIRFilter<float>& iir )
//   Finds the magnitude of an IIR filter.
//
//  Returns:
//   Double vector sized MAG_LENGTH with magnitude 0 to 0.5
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Vector<double> magnitude( const IIRFilter<float>& iir )
{

Vector<double> vMag( MAG_LENGTH );

// Loop through all the frequencies
for( int i = 0; i < MAG_LENGTH; i++ )
{

double f = (double) i / ( 2.0f * ( MAG_LENGTH - 1 ) );
double arg = 2.0 * PI * f;
double z1r = cos( arg );
double z1i = -sin( arg );
double z2r = cos( 2.0f * arg );
double z2i = -sin( 2.0 * arg );

// Coefficient pointer
const float *coef = iir.getCoefficients( iir.length() );
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LISTING 4.4 (Continued)

// Overall K first
vMag[i] = *coef++;

// Loop through all sections: numerator and denominator
for( int j = 0; j < iir.length(); j++ )
{

// Get the four coefficients for each section
double beta1 = *coef++;
double beta2 = *coef++;
double alpha1 = *coef++;
double alpha2 = *coef++;

// Denominator
double d_real = 1.0f + beta1 * z1r + beta2 * z2r;
double d_imag = beta1 * z1i + beta2 * z2i;
vMag[i] = vMag[i] / ( d_real * d_real + d_imag * d_imag );

// Numerator
double n_real = 1 + alpha1*z1r + alpha2*z2r;
double n_imag = alpha1 * z1i + alpha2 * z2i;
double real = n_real * d_real + n_imag * d_imag;
double imag = n_imag * d_real - n_real * d_imag;
vMag[i] = vMag[i] * sqrt( real * real + imag * imag );

}
}
return vMag;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Design IIR filter coefficients from analog prototype
//   coefficients and determine magnitude response.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

// For formatting output
char szFmt[300];
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LISTING 4.4 (Continued)

// Get user parameters
double fs = 0.0f;
getInput( "Enter sampling rate", fs, 0.0, 1.e9 );
double fc = 0.0f;
getInput( "Enter cutoff frequency", fc, 0.0, ( fs / 2.0 ) );
int sections = 0;
getInput( "Enter number of sections", sections, 1, 20 );

// Allocate coefficient array (used to create filter)
int length = ( 4 * sections ) + 1;
float *coefArray = new float[length];
if( coefArray == NULL )

throw DSPMemoryException( "Coefficient allocation failed" );
float *coef = coefArray + 1;

// Start gain at 1.0
double k = 1.0;

for( int i = 1; i <= sections; i++ )
{

cout << "Enter section #" << i << " normalized coeffs:\n";

// Numerators
Vector<double> a( 3 );
getInput( "Numerator A0", a[0], -1.e6, 1.e6 );
getInput( "Numerator A1", a[1], -1.e6, 1.e6 );
getInput( "Numerator A2", a[2], -1.e6, 1.e6 );

prewarp( a, fc, fs );

// Denominators
Vector<double> b( 3 );
getInput( "Denominator B0", b[0], -1.e6, 1.e6 );
getInput( "Denominator B1", b[1], -1.e6, 1.e6 );
getInput( "Denominator B2", b[2], -1.e6, 1.e6 );

prewarp( b, fc, fs );
bilinear( a, b, k, fs, coef );
coef += 4;

}

// Store gain constant
coef = coefArray;
coef[0] = (float)k;
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LISTING 4.4 (Continued)

// Display coefficients
cout << "Z domain IIR coefficients are as follows:\n";
for( i = 0; i < length; i++ )
{

sprintf( szFmt, "C[%d] = %15.10f\n", i, coef[i] );
cout << szFmt;

}

// Determine magnitude transfer function
IIRFilter<float> iir( coef, length, sections );
Vector<double>vMag = magnitude( iir );

// Open output magnitude file
DSPFile dspfile;
String strName;
String strTrailer;

do getInput( "Enter output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
dspfile.openWrite( strName );
dspfile.write( vMag );

// Determine log of magnitude in dB and write out 
for( i = 0; i < MAG_LENGTH; i++ )
{

if( vMag[i] < 1.e-4 )
vMag[i] = -80.0;

else
vMag[i] = 20.0 * log10( vMag[i] );

}
dspfile.write( vMag );

// Make descriptive trailer and write to file
strTrailer = "Response of IIR filter, mag and 20*log(mag)\n";
sprintf( szFmt, “Fc = %g Fs = %g\n”, fc, fs);
strTrailer += szFmt;
strTrailer += "Z domain IIR coefficients are as follows:\n";
for( i = 0; i < ( 4 * sections + 1 ); i++ )
{

sprintf( szFmt, "\nC[%d] = %15.10f", i, coefArray[i] );
strTrailer += szFmt;

}
dspfile.setTrailer( strTrailer );
dspfile.close();
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LISTING 4.4 (Continued)

ficients from the bilinear transform can then be used directly by the IIRFilter class intro-
duced in Section 4.2.2.

The form of the z-domain transfer function that is implemented by the IIRFilter
member function is the product of N biquadratic functions as follows:

(4.5)

Thus, IIR filter design consists of determining the coefficients of the N second-order sec-
tions of the above form (sometimes called biquads) that are required to realize a particu-
lar transfer function. The four real coefficients (α1,n, α2,n, ß1,n, ß2,n) of each biquad deter-
mine the transfer function of the second-order section and the location of two poles and
two zeroes on the z plane. The order of H(z) is 2N so that if an odd order H(z) is desired,
a first-order section must be included such that α2,n and ß2,n are both zero. The gain con-
stant, K, in the above equation determines the overall passband gain of the entire filter. In
the floating-point implementation described in Section 4.2.2, this coefficient is used to
scale the input amplitude. The s-domain transfer function of the corresponding analog fil-
ter is as follows:

(4.6)

The s-domain coefficients are normally provided in tables in a form that gives the values
of the six coefficients in the above equation for a lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency
(the frequency where the passband ends) at 1 radian per second. In other words, if s is set
equal to 1j, then the magnitude of the filter transfer function will be less than unity by an
amount equal to the passband ripple of the design (3 dB for Butterworth designs, for ex-
ample). The normalized lowpass coefficients (often called lowpass prototype coeffi-
cients) can be used to determine the response of a highpass filter by substituting s in the
above equation for 1/s’ (where s’ is used in the s-domain transfer function of the resulting
highpass filter). The bandpass transformation is a bit more complicated and results in a
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}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}
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doubling of the order of the filter. The resulting transformed lowpass sections (now 4th
order) must each be factored into a pair of new biquadratic sections. The reader is re-
ferred to the references for a detailed discussion concerning this procedure (see Van
Valkenburg for a description of the Geffe algorithm, for example).

The bilinear transform can now be applied to the normalized s-domain coefficients
for the desired lowpass, highpass, or bandpass filter. First, the coefficients must be trans-
formed to the correct cutoff frequency by using the bilinear transform prewarping rela-
tionship as follows:

(4.7)

where CW is the prewarping constant, f is the desired cutoff frequency (in Hertz) of the
overall filter, and fs is the sampling rate in Hertz. Note that the desired cutoff frequency
must be less than half of the sampling frequency in order to be able to realize the filter.
The prewarping constant is then used to change the cutoff frequency of all the second-
order sections. All second-order coefficients (a2,n and b2,n) are divided by CW

2 and the
first-order coefficients (a1,n and b1,n) are divided by Cw. The function prewarp in pro-
gram IIRDEZN.CPP contains the required equations to prewarp each second-order sec-
tion according to Equation (4.7).

Now that the s-domain poles and zeroes are set in the correct position for the bilin-
ear transform at the desired sampling frequency, the bilinear transform can be applied to
each second-order section. In each case s (or s’ in the bandpass or highpass case), is sub-
stituted as follows:

(4.8)

This results in a z-domain transfer function of the same order as the s-domain transfer
function with the four coefficients for each biquad section as follows:

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

The overall gain constant, K, is given by the following product:
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(4.13)

Equations 4.9 through 4.13 are implemented in the function bilinear in the
IIRDEZN.CPP program and are used to transform each section’s s-domain coefficients
into the z-domain coefficients required for the IIRFilter function.

Some of the more important properties of the bilinear transform not mentioned so
far are as foIlows:

1. Poles and zeroes in the left half s-plane are mapped to poles and zeroes inside the z-
plane unit circle. The imaginary j;gv-axis of the s-plane is mapped onto the unit cir-
cle of the z-plane. Thus, stable s-domain transfer functions map into stable z-
domain transfer functions. However, the z-domain coefficients must be represented
with enough precision to give a stable digital filter. For this reason, high-order digi-
tal filters with narrow bandwidths must often be implemented using floating-point
arithmetic or using fixed-point arithmetic with a large number of bits.

2. Both the numerator and denominator of each z-domain second-order section are
second order. It is unusual for any of the four z-domain coefficients to be zero.

3. All finite analog frequencies in the s-domain are mapped into frequencies that are
bounded by fs/2. This is a result of the prewarping of the s-domain poles and ze-
roes. For example, the s-domain zero at infinity of lowpass and bandpass filters is
mapped to fs/2 in the digital frequency response.

4. The z-domain transfer function obtained from the bilinear transform is at best a
good approximation of the analog frequency response. As the input frequency in-
creases toward fs/2, the digital filter response becomes less representative of the
analog frequency response. For lowpass Butterworth and Chebychev digital filters,
this property enhances the stopband attenuation because the bilinear transform
places a zero at fs/2.

The use of the IIRDEZN program will be illustrated using a lowpass filter with the same
specifications as was used in the FIR filter design example given in Section 4.2. The only
difference is that in the IIR filter specification, linear phase response is not required.
Thus, the passband is 0 to 0.2fs and the stopband is 0.25 fs to 0.5fs. The passband ripple
must be less than 0.5 dB and the stopband attenuation must be greater than 40 dB.
Because elliptic filters (also called Cauer filters) generally give the smallest transition
bandwidth for a given order, an elliptic design will be used. After referring to the many
elliptic filter tables, it is determined that a fifth-order elliptic filter will meet the specifica-
tions. The elliptic filter tables in the book by Zverev (see References) give an entry for a
filter with a 0.28 dB passband ripple and 40.19 dB stopband attenuation as follows:

Ωs = 1.3250 (stopband start of normalized prototype)

σ0 = -0.5401 (first-order real pole)

K
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σ1 = 0.08058 (real part of first biquad section)

σ3 = 0.32410 (real part of second biquad section)

Ω1 = 1.0277 (imaginary part of first biquad section)

Ω2 = 1.9881 (first zero on imaginary axis)

Ω3 = 0.7617 (imaginary part of second biquad section)

Ω4 = 1.3693 (second zero on imaginary axis)

As shown above, the tables in Zverev give the pole and zero locations (real and imagi-
nary coordinates) of each biquad section. The two second-order sections each form a con-
jugate pole pair, and the first-order section has a single pole on the real axis. Figure 4.9
shows the locations of the 5 poles and 4 zeroes on the complex s-plane. By expanding the
complex pole pairs, the following general form for the s-domain domain transfer function
of a fifth order filter in terms of the above variables is obtained:

This results in a transfer function of the lowpass prototype as follows:

The above coefficients can now be used with the IIRDEZN program. Each numerator and
denominator coefficient is entered for each section. The following dialogue illustrates the
use of IIRDEZN for the above filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.2fs:

Enter sampling rate [0...1e + 009] : 1

Enter filter cutoff frequency [0...0.5] : 0.2

Enter number of sections [1...20] : 3

Enter section #1 normalized coefficients—
Enter numerator A0 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.5401

Enter numerator A1 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0

Enter numerator A2 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0

Enter denominator B0 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.5401

Enter denominator B1 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 1

Enter denominator B2 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0
Enter section #2 normalized coefficients—
Enter numerator A0 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 1.0626604

Enter numerator A1 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0
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FIGURE 4.9 Pole-zero plot of fifth order elliptic IIR lowpass fil-
ter. (a) s-plane representation of analog prototype. (b) z-plane
representation of lowpass digital filter with cut-off frequency
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Enter numerator A2 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.268855

Enter denominator B0 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 1.0626604

Enter denominator B1 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.16116

Enter denominator B2 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 1

Enter section #3 normalized coefficients—
Enter numerator A0 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.685228

Enter numerator A1 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0

Enter numerator A2 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.36546

Enter denominator B0 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.685228

Enter denominator B1 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 0.64820

Enter denominator B2 [-1e+006...1e+006] : 1

Z domain IIR coefficients are as follows:

C[0] =   0.0552961603
C[1] =   0.5636369586
C[2] =  -0.4363630712
C[3] =   2.0000000000
C[4] =   1.0000000000
C[5] =  -0.5233039260
C[6] =   0.8604439497
C[7] =   0.7039934993
C[8] =   1.0000000000
C[9] =  -0.6965782046
C[10] =  0.4860509932
C[11] = -0.0103216320
C[12] =  1.0000000000

Enter file name: LPF5E.MAG

The above dialogue requires a great deal of data entry by the user, thereby making the
IIRDEZN program difficult to use for high-order filters. To alleviate this problem, the
input to the program can be stored in a disk file. The file LPF5E on the accompanying
disk contains the input data shown above. The contents of the LPF5E disk file can then
be directed to the input of IIRDEZN by the following operating system redirection (this
works on most systems):

IIRDEZN < LPF5E
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The result of the IIRDEZN program is exactly the same as typing in each of the user in-
puts. The DSP data file LPF5E.MAG contains the frequency response of the IIR filter in
the DSP data format suitable for plotting using the WINPLOT program. The magnitude
of the IIR filter is calculated from the z-domain coefficients in the function magnitude
(shown in Listing 4.4). Figure 4.10 shows the two records in this file that gives the linear
magnitude response (where the passband ripple can be seen) and the magnitude in deci-
bels (which shows the stopband attenuation).

The z-domain coefficients generated by the IIRDEZN program are given in the fol-
lowing order: K, ß1,1, ß2,1, α1,1, α2,1, ß1,2, ß2,2, α1,2, α2,2, ß1,3, ß2,3, α1,3, α2,3. This order
of the coefficients is used directly by the IIRFilter function discussed in Section 4.2.2.
The resulting z-domain transfer function is as follows:

Note that the first-order section in the s-domain resulted in a second-order section in the
z-domain. This is because the IIRDZEN program implemented Equations 4.9 to 4.12
which were developed for second-order sections. The first biquad in the above transfer
function (which results from the first-order s-term) can be reduced to first order by factor-
ing a (1 + z-1) term from the numerator and the denominator. This factoring would result
in some computational savings in the implementation of the odd-order section, since the
α2,1 and ß2,1 terms are zero. This procedure is required only if the filter order is odd and
if the implementation can take advantage of the reduced number of multiplies. The final
reduced form of the fifth-order z-domain transfer function is as follows:

The pole and zero locations of this z-domain transfer function are shown in Figure 4.9(b).
Note that the five zeroes at ±0.2492fs, ±0.3072fs, and 0.5fs appear on the unit circle. The
five poles are progressively closer to the unit circle as the cut-off frequency (at 0.2fs) is
approached but will result in a stable transfer function, since they are all inside the unit
circle.

4.3.2 IIR Filter Function

The class IIRFilter (shown in Listing 4.5) implements the direct form II cascade filter
structure illustrated in Figure 4.8. Any number of cascaded second-order sections can be
implemented with one overall input (xi) and one overall output (yi). The Filter structure
for the fifth-order elliptic lowpass filter described in the previous section is defined as
follows:

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// IIR lowpass 3 section (5th order) elliptic filter
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FIGURE 4.10 Lowpass fifth-order elliptic IIR filter frequency re-
sponse. (a) Linear magnitude versus frequency. (b) Log magni-
tude in decibels versus frequency.
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// with 0.28 dB passband ripple and 40 dB stopband attenuation.
// The cutoff frequency is 0.25*fs.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
float IIRLPF5[] =
{

0.0552961603F,
-0.4363630712F, 0.0000000000F,  1.0000000000F, 0.0000000000F,
-0.5233039260F, 0.8604439497F,  0.7039934993F, 1.0000000000F,
-0.6965782046F, 0.4860509932F, -0.0103216320F, 1.0000000000F

};
IIRFilter<float> IIRLPF( IIRLPF5, ELEMENTS( IIRHPF6 ), 3 );

The number of sections (stored in m_length) required for this filter is three because the
first-order section is implemented in the same way as the second-order sections except
that the second-order terms (the third and fifth coefficients) are zero. The coefficients and
structure shown above were obtained using the IIRDEZN program and are contained in
the file FILTER.CPP. The definition of this filter is therefore global to any module which
uses FILTER.CPP.

The IIRFilter member function filters the floating-point input sequence on a
sample-by-sample basis such that one output sample is returned each time IIRFilter is
invoked. The history pointer in the Filter class is used to store the two history values re-
quired for each second-order section. The history data is allocated during the first use of
IIRFilter or whenever the history pointer is NULL. The initial condition of the history
variables is set to zero. The coefficients of the filter are stored with the overall gain con-
stant (K) first, followed by the denominator coefficients that form the poles and the nu-
merator coefficients that form the zeroes for each section. The input sample is first scaled
by the K value, and then each second-order section is implemented. The four lines of
code in the filter function used to implement each second order section is as follows:

// Poles
output = output - ( hist1 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );
Type newHist = output - ( hist2 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );
// Zeros
output = newHist + ( hist1 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );
output = output + ( hist2 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );

The hist1 and hist2 variables are the current history associated with the section and
should be stored in floating-point registers (if available) for highest efficiency. The above
code forms the new history value (the portion of the output that depends on the past out-
puts) in the variable newHist to be stored in the history array for use by the next call to
IIRFilter. The history array values are then updated as follows:

*ptrHist2++ = *ptrHist1;
*ptrHist1++ = newHist;
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LISTING 4.5 Class IIRFilter used to implement an IIR filter from a set of
the z-domain coefficients. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Class IIRFilter —- Implements abstract base class filter
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class Type>
class IIRFilter : public Filter<Type>
{
public:

IIRFilter( const Type *coef, int length, int sections )
{
// Validate parameters
if( length <= 0 )
throw DSPParamException( "No filter data" );

if( coef == NULL )
throw DSPParamException( "Null filter coefficients" );

if( ( sections * 4 ) + 1 != length )
throw DSPParamException( "Coefficients do not match" );

// Allocate memory for filter coefficients and history
m_coef = new Type[length];
if( m_coef == NULL )
throw DSPMemoryException();

m_hist = new Type[2 * sections];
if( m_hist == NULL )
throw DSPMemoryException();

// Length of IIR filter is number of sections
m_length = sections;

// Copy coefficients
Type *pc = m_coef;
for( int i = 0; i < length; i++ )
*pc++ = *coef++;

reset();
}

// Implementation of abstract base class function (see Filter)
virtual Type filterElement( const Type input )
{
// Coefficient pointer
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LISTING 4.5 (Continued)

Type *ptrCoef = m_coef;
// History pointers
Type *ptrHist1 = m_hist;
Type *ptrHist2 = m_hist + 1;

// Form output accumulation
Type output = (Type)(input * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );
for( int i = 0; i < m_length; i++ )
{
// Save history values
Type hist1 = *ptrHist1;
Type hist2 = *ptrHist2;

// Poles
output = output - ( hist1 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );
Type newHist = output - ( hist2 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );

// Zeros
output = newHist + ( hist1 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );
output = output + ( hist2 * ( *ptrCoef++ ) );

*ptrHist2++ = *ptrHist1;
*ptrHist1++ = newHist;
ptrHist1++;
ptrHist2++;

}
return output;
}

// Implementation of abstract base class function (see Filter)
virtual void reset()
{
Type *ph = m_hist;
for( int i = 0; i < 2 * m_length; i++ )
*ph++ = (Type)0;

}

private:
// No default constructor
IIRFilter();

};
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ptrHist1++;
ptrHist2++;

This results in the oldest history value (*ptrHist2) being lost and updated with the more
recent *ptrHist1 value. The newHist value replaces the old *ptrHist1 value for use by
the next call to IIRFilter. Both history pointers are incremented twice to point to the next
pair of history values to be used by the next second-order section.

Listing 4.6 shows the program IIRFILT, which illustrates the use of the IIRFilter
function. IIRFILT filters the records of a DSP data file by one of two digital IIR filters.
The user is prompted for the input and output file names and choice of filters. The
IIRFilter class is then invoked using the following code:

// Get record
dspfileIn.read( vIn );

// Write filtered record
dspfileOut.write( filter->filter( vIn ) );

// Reset history between records
filter->reset();

The above code filters each record “in-place,” which can be done because all of the his-
tory is stored in the Filter structure and each signal array element is only accessed once.
After filtering each record of the input file, the signal and history arrays are reset to zero
by the reset member function. This reset of the arrays ensures that the history from one
record is not used with the next record.

The first filter (selection 0) is the fifth-order lowpass elliptic described in Section
4.3.1. The second filter choice (selection 1) is a sixth-order highpass Chebyshev filter
with a passband from 0.3 to 0.5fs and a passband ripple of 1 dB. The filter was designed
using program IIRDEZN and the tables found in the book by Johnson et al. (with no con-
version required). The input s-domain coefficients for this highpass filter are stored in file
HPF6C. The z-domain coefficients can be obtained with the IIRDEZN program as fol-
lows:

IRRDEZN < HPF6C

The magnitude response of this highpass filter is shown in Figure 4.11 in the same format
as Figure 4.10 for the lowpass filter. Note that the sixth-order Chebyshev filter gives a
wider transition band than the highpass 35-point FIR filter (described in Section 4.2) but
generally has a larger attenuation far from the passband.

The following dialogue shows the use of the IIRFILT program to filter the
WAVE3.DAT data file using the fifth-order lowpass IIR filter (selection 0):

Enter input file name: WAVE3.DAT

File trailer:
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LISTING 4.6 Program IIRFILT uses the IIRFilter class and one of the ex-
ample IIR filters to filter a DSP formatted data record. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// iirfilt.cpp - Filter records using IIR Filters
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
#include "filter.h"
#include "iircoefs.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Filters DSPFile records using a infinite-impulse-response
//   filter and generate a new DSPFile containing the filtered data.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfileIn;
DSPFile dspfileOut;
String strName;
String strTrailer;

// Open the input file
do getInput( "Enter file to filter", strName );
while(strName.isEmpty() || dspfileIn.isFound(strName) == false );
dspfileIn.openRead( strName );
dspfileIn.getTrailer( strTrailer );

// Print trailer
if( strTrailer.isEmpty() == false )

cout << "File trailer:\n" << strTrailer << endl;

// Get type of filter to use of several defined in filter.h
int typeFilter = 0;
getInput( 

"Enter type of filter ( 0 = LPF, 1 = HPF )",
typeFilter,
FILTERTYPE_IIRLPF,
FILTERTYPE_IIRHPF );
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LISTING 4.6 (Continued)

// Create filter with coefficients choosen by user
String strType;
Filter<float> *filter = NULL;
if( typeFilter == FILTERTYPE_IIRLPF )
{

strType = “"\nFiltered with lowpass 5th order IIR filter";
filter = &IIRLPF;

}
else
{

strType = "\nFiltered with highpass 6th order IIR filter";
filter = &IIRHPF;

}

// Write filtered vector out to file
do getInput( "Enter filtered output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );

// Filter data one record at a time
Vector<float> vIn;
for( int i = 0; i < dspfileIn.getNumRecords(); i++ )
{

// Get record
dspfileIn.read( vIn );
// Write filtered record
dspfileOut.write( filter->filter( vIn ) );
// Reset history between records
filter->reset();

}

// Append to trailer
strTrailer += strType;
dspfileOut.setTrailer( strTrailer );

// Close files
dspfileIn.close();
dspfileOut.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}
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FIGURE 4.11 Highpass sixth-order Chebyshev IIR filter fre-
quency response. (a) Linear magnitude versus frequency. (b) Log
magnitude in decibels versus frequency.
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Figure 4.12 IIR lowpass filtering compared to FIR lowpass fil-
tering. (a) Lowpass filtered WAVE.DAT using 35-point FIR filter
[same as Figure 4.5(b)]. (b) IIR lowpass filter using fifth order
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Figure 4.13 IIR highpass filtering compared to FIR highpass fil-
tering. (a) High-filtered CHKL.DAT using 35-point FIR filter [same
as Figure 4.6(b)]. (b) Highpass filter using the sixth-order
Chebyshev IIR filter shown in Figure 4.11.
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Signal of length 150 equal to the sum of 3
cosine waves at the following frequencies:

f/fs = 0.010000
f/fs = 0.020000
f/fs = 0.400000

Enter filter type (0 = LPF, 1 = HPF) [0...1]: 0

Enter output file name: WAVE3I0.DAT

Figure 4.12(b) shows the result of the above use of IIRFILT (data file WAVE3I0.DAT).
Figure 4.12(a) shows the 35-point FIR lowpass result for comparison, since the two fil-
ters have approximately the same magnitude response. Note that both filters remove the
highest frequency in the WAVE3.DAT data record. The results are not identical, how-
ever. The IIR result has a considerably longer startup transient and is shifted slightly with
respect to the FIR result. This is because the FIR result was generated using the vector
FIRFilter function, which compensates for the delay of the FIR filter (the delay is half
the filter length). Because the IIR filter delay depends on the coefficients used and the
input frequency, this compensation is not possible for the general-purpose IIRFilter
function.

It is interesting to compare the computations required for the IIR lowpass filter and
the FIR lowpass filter. If the response of the fifth-order IIR filter is acceptable, then the
IIR filter can be implemented with only 10 multiply/adds per input sample compared to
35 multiply/adds per input sample for the FIR filter. Thus, the use of an IIR filter instead
of an FIR filter can represent a significant cost savings or performance enhancement if
the multiply/add time dominates the computation. Unfortunately, on many modern com-
puters multiplies are as fast (if not faster) than other operations, and the time required to
update the history array and do the additional data movement associated with the IIR fil-
ter can make the time to compute a fifth-order IIR output sample almost equal to the time
required to compute a 35-point FIR output sample.

Figure 4.13 shows a similar comparison of the FIR highpass filter and the IIR high-
pass filter using the CHKL.DAT voice data record. Note that these two results are similar
inspite of the fact that the magnitude response of the two filters does not meet the same
filter specifications. Careful examination of the two results does reveal some differences
in the shape of the two high-frequency envelopes.

4.4 REAL-TIME FILTERS

Real-time filters are filters which are implemented so that a continuous stream of input
samples can be filtered to generate a continuous stream of output samples. In many cases,
real-time operation restricts the filter to operate on the input samples individually and
generate one output sample for each input sample. Multiple memory accesses to the same
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input data are not possible (as was used in the vector FIRFilter function), because only
the current input and output are available to the filter at any given instant in time. Thus,
some type of history must be stored and updated with each new input sample. The man-
agement of the filter history almost always takes a portion of the processing time, thereby
reducing the maximum sampling rate which can be supported by a particular processor.

The function IIRFilter (described in Section 4.2.2) is implemented in a form that
can be used for real-time filtering. Suppose that the data input and out exist, which re-
turn an input sample and store an output sample at the appropriate time required by the
external hardware. The following code can be used with the IIRFilter function to per-
form continuous-time filtering:

for(;;)
out = filter->filterElement( input );

In the above infinite loop for statement, filter points to a Filter class that contains the co-
efficients, filter length, and history pointer required by IIRFilter. The total time required
to execute the in, IIRFilter, and store out must be less than the filter sampling rate in
order to ensure that output and input samples are not lost. The next section describes a
function that performs floating-point FIR real-time filtering, and Section 4.4.2 gives a
simple example of simulated IIR and FIR real-time filtering.

4.4.1 FIR Real-Time Filters

Figure 4.14 shows a block diagram of the FIR real-time filter implemented by the func-
tion FIRFilter. Real-time filtering is implemented by FIRFilter (shown in Listing 4.7) in
a manner similar to the IIRFilter function discussed in Section 4.2.2 except that multiple
sections are not required, since the FIR filter is implemented in direct form. Given the
data variables input and out, a continuous real-time FIR filter could be implemented as
follows:

for(;;)
out = filter->filterElement( input );

The FIRFilter class implements the FIR filter using the history pointer and coefficients
in the Filter class (pointed to by filter). The history array is allocated on the first use of
FIRFilter and is used to store the previous N - 1 input samples (where N is the number of
FIR filter coefficients). The last few lines of code in filterElemnet implements the multi-
plies and accumulates required for the FIR filter of length N (or m_length in filter). As
the history pointer is advanced by using a post increment, the coefficient pointer is post
decremented. This effectively time reverses the coefficients so that a true convolution is
implemented. On some signal processing microprocessors, post decrement is not imple-
mented efficiently so this code becomes less efficient. Improved efficiency can be ob-
tained in this case by storing the filter coefficients in a time-reversed order. Note that if
the coefficients are symmetrical, as for simple linear phase lowpass filters, then the time-
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reversed order and normal order are identical. After the for loop and N - 1 multiplies
have been completed, the history array values are shifted one sample toward history[0]
so that the new input sample can be stored in history[N - 1]. The C++ implementation
uses pointers extensively for maximum efficiency.

4.4.2 Real-Time Filtering Example

The program REALTIME shown in Listing 4.8 is an example use of the FIRFilter and
IIRFilter real-time filtering functions. The program generates a sinewave chirp signal
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FIGURE 4.14 Block diagram of real-time N tap FIR filter struc-
ture as implemented by function filterElement.
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one sample at a time and filters the chirp samples with one of the four filters defined in
FILTER.CPP (filter types 1–4). The chirp without filtering can be generated by selecting
filter type 0. The unfiltered chirp signal is shown in Figure 4.15. The instantaneous fre-
quency sweeps from 0 to fs/2 in the 500 samples of the data record. The unusual ampli-
tude variation of the high-frequency portion of the chirp is due to the linear interpolation
performed when the signal was plotted. The following computer dialogue illustrates the
REALTIME program when the FIR lowpass filter is selected:

Enter number of samples to generate [2...10000] : 500

Filters available:

0 - No Filter (chirp signal input)
1 - FIR 35 point lowpass, Pass 0-0.2, Stop 0.25-0.5
2 - FIR 35 point highpass, Pass 0.3-0.5, Stop 0-0.25
3 - IIR Elliptic lowpass, Pass 0-0.2, Stop 0.25-0.5
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LISTING 4.7 Member function filterElemnet (part of the FIRFilter
class in FILTER.H) used to implement the real-time FIR filter

// Implementation of abstract base class function (see Filter)
virtual Type filterElement( const Type input )
{

// Start at beginning of history
Type *ptrHist = m_hist;
Type *ptrHist1 = m_hist;

// point to last coefficient
Type *ptrCoef = m_coef + m_length - 1;

// Form output accumulation
Type output = *ptrHist++ * *ptrCoef—;
for( int i = 2; i < m_length; i++ )
{

// Update history array
*ptrHist1++ = *ptrHist;
output += *ptrHist++ * *ptrCoef—;

}

// Input tap
output += input * *ptrCoef;
// Last history
*ptrHist1 = input;
return output;

}
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LISTING 4.8 Program REALTIME uses the IIRFilter or FIRFilter class to
demonstrate real-time filtering of a chirp signal. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// realtime.cpp - Demonstrate real-time filtering
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
#include "filter.h"
#include "fircoefs.h”
#include "iircoefs.h"

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Demonstrates real-time filtering using FIRFilter and 
//   IIRFilter. A chirp signal is generated one sample at a 
//   time before each filterElement call.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfileOut;
String strName;
String strTrailer;

// Create sample vector
int length = 0;
getInput("Enter number of samples to generate",length, 2,65535);
Vector<float> vSignal( length );

// Get type of filter to use of several defined in filter.h
int typeFilter = 0;
cout<<"Filters available:\n";
cout<<" 0-No Filter (chirp signal input)\n";
cout<<" 1-FIR 35 point lowpass, Pass 0-0.2, Stop 0.25-0.5\n";
cout<<" 2-FIR 35 point highpass, Pass 0.3-0.5, Stop 0-0.25\n";
cout<<" 3-IIR Elliptic lowpass, Pass 0-0.2, Stop 0.25-0.5\n";
cout<<" 4-IIR Chebyshev highpass, Pass 0.3-0.5, Stop 0-0.25\n";
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LISTING 4.8 (Continued)

getInput( “Enter type of filter”, typeFilter, 0, 4 );

Filter<float> *filter = NULL;
if( typeFilter == 0 )

strTrailer = “Chirp Signal without filter”;
else if( typeFilter == 1 )
{

filter = &FIRLPF;
strTrailer = “Chirp after FIR 35 point lowpass filter”;

}
else if( typeFilter == 2 )
{

filter = &FIRHPF;
strTrailer = “Chirp after FIR 35 point highpass filter”;

}
else if( typeFilter == 3 )
{

filter = &IIRLPF;
strTrailer = "Chirp after IIR Elliptic lowpass filter";

}
else if( typeFilter == 4 )
{

filter = &IIRHPF;
strTrailer = "Chirp after IIR Chebyshev highpass";

}

// Generate and filter the data

// PI / 2 * length
double arg = 2.0 * atan( 1.0 ) / (double)length;

for( int i = 0; i < length ; i++ )
{

float input = (float)( sin( (double)i*(double)i*arg));
if( filter == NULL )

vSignal[i] = input;
else

vSignal[i] = filter->filterElement( input );
}

// Write filtered vector out to file
do getInput( "Enter filtered output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );
dspfileOut.write( vSignal );
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LISTING 4.8 (Continued)

dspfileOut.setTrailer( strTrailer );
dspfileOut.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}

FIGURE 4.15 Chirp signal used to demonstrate real-time filtering
generated by program REALTIME (type = 0).
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FIGURE 4.16 FIR real-time filtering of chirp signal using program
REALTIME. (a) FIR 35-point lowpass filter (type = 1). (b) FIR 35-
point highpass filter (type = 2).
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FIGURE 4.17 IIR real-time filtering of chirp signal using program
REALTIME. (a) Fifth-order elliptic lowpass (type = 3). (b) Sixth-
order Chebyshev highpass (type = 4).
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4 - IIR Chebyshev highpass, Pass 0.3-0.5, Stop 0-0.25
Enter filter type [0...4] : 1
Enter output file name : RT1.DAT

The output file generated by the above dialogue (file RT1.DAT) is shown in Figure
4.16(a). Figure 4.16(b) shows the result of the highpass FIR filter, and Figure 4.17 shows
the two IIR filter results. The approximate magnitude response and the startup delay of
each filter is evident.

4.5 INTERPOLATION AND DECIMATION

Many signal processing applications require that the output sampling rate be different
from the input sampling rate. Sometimes one section of a system can be made more effi-
cient if the sampling rate is lower (such as when simple FIR filters are involved or in data
transmission). In other cases, the sampling rate must be increased so that the spectral de-
tails of the signal can be easily identified. In either case, the input sampled signal must be
resampled to generate a new output sequence with the same spectral characteristics but at
a different sampling rate. Increasing the sampling rate is called interpolation or upsam-
pling. Reducing the sampling rate is called decimation or downsampling. Normally, the
sampling rate of a bandlimited signal can be interpolated or decimated by integer ratios
such that the spectral content of the signal is unchanged. By cascading interpolation and
decimation, the sampling rate of a signal can be changed by any rational fraction, P/M,
where P is the integer interpolation ratio and M is the integer decimation ratio.
Interpolation and decimation can be performed using filtering techniques (as described in
this section) or by using the fast Fourier transform (see Chapter 5 or the texts by
Brigham, or Crochiere and Rabiner).

Decimation is perhaps the simplest resampling technique because it involves reduc-
ing the number of samples per second required to represent a signal. If the input signal is
strictly bandlimited such that the signal spectrum is zero for all frequencies above
fs/(2M), then decimation can be performed by simply retaining every Mth sample and dis-
carding the M - 1 samples in between. In fact, the following short program (which can be
found on the disk as file DECIM.CPP) can be used to decimate a DSP data record:

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// decim.cpp - Decimate samples in DSPFile
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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//
// int main()
// Decimates samples in DSPFile by only writing samples
// at the decimation frequency.
//
// Returns:
// 0 —- Success
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfile;
String strName;

// Open the input file
do getInput( "Enter file to decimate", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfile.isFound(strName) == false);
dspfile.openRead( strName );

// Read in file
Vector<float> vIn;
dspfile.read( vIn );
dspfile.close();

// Get decimation ration
int dec = 0;
getInput("Enter decimation ratio", dec, 2, vIn.length() - 1 );
int lenOut = vIn.length() / dec;

// Decimate the data in place
for( int i = 0; i < lenOut; i++ )

vIn[i] = vIn[i * dec];

// Write one record of floats
do getInput( "Enter output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
dspfile.openWrite( strName );
dspfile.write( vIn( 0, lenOut ) );
dspfile.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
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return 1;
}
return 0;

}

Unfortunately, the spectral content of a signal above fs/(2M) is rarely zero and the alias-
ing caused by the simple decimation illustrated above almost always causes trouble. Even
when the desired signal is zero above fs/(2M), some amount of noise is usually present
and will alias into the low-frequency signal spectrum. Aliasing due to decimation can be
avoided by lowpass filtering the signal before the samples are decimated. For example,
when M = 2, the 35-point lowpass FIR filter introduced in Section 4.2 can be used to
eliminate almost all spectral content above 0.25fs (the attenuation above 0.25 fs is greater
than 40 dB). The above decimation program could then be used to reduce the sampling
rate by a factor of two. An IIR lowpass filter (discussed in Section 4.3) could also be used
to eliminate the frequencies above fs/(2M) as long as linear phase response is not re-
quired.

Interpolation is the process of computing new samples in the intervals between ex-
isting data points. Classical interpolation (which was used before calculators and comput-
ers) involves estimating the value of a function between existing data points by fitting the
data to a low-order polynomial. For example, linear (first order) or quadratic (second
order) polynomial interpolation is often used. The primary attraction of polynomial inter-
polation is computational simplicity. The primary disadvantage is that in signal process-
ing, the input signal must be restricted to a very narrow band so that the output will not
have a large amount of aliasing. Thus, bandlimited interpolation using digital filters is
usually the method of choice in digital signal processing. Bandlimited interpolation by a
factor P:1 (see Figure 4.18 for an illustration of 3:1 interpolation) involves the following
conceptual steps:

1. Make an output sequence P times longer than the input sequence. Place the input
sequence in the output sequence every P samples and place P - 1 zero values be-
tween each input sample. This is called zero-packing (as opposed to zero-padding).
The zero values are located where the new interpolated values will appear. The ef-
fect of zero-packing on the input signal spectrum is to replicate the spectrum P
times within the output spectrum. This is illustrated in Figure 4.18(a) where the
output sampling rate is three times the input sampling rate.

2. Design a lowpass filter capable of attenuating the undesired P - 1 spectrums above
the original input spectrum. Ideally, the passband should be from 0 to fs’/(2P) and
the stopband should be from fs’/(2P) to fs’/2 (where fs’ is the filter sampling rate
which is P times the input sampling rate). A more practical interpolation filter has a
transition band that is centered about fs’/(2P). This is illustrated in Figure 4.18(b).
The passband gain of this filter must be equal to P to compensate for the inserted
zeroes so that the original signal amplitude is preserved.
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3. Filter the zero-packed input sequence using the interpolation filter to generate the
final P:1 interpolated signal. Figure 4.18(c) shows the resulting 3:1 interpolated
spectrum. Note that the two repeated spectrums are attenuated by the stopband at-
tenuation of the interpolation filter. In general, the stopband attenuation of the filter
must be greater than the signal-to-noise ratio of the input signal in order for the in-
terpolated signal to be a valid representation of the input.

Figure 4.18(d) also illustrates 2:1 decimation after the 3:1 interpolation. Figure
4.18(d) shows the spectrum of the final signal, which has a sampling rate that is 1.5 times
the input sampling rate. Because no lowpass filtering (other than the filtering by the 3:1
interpolation filter) is performed before the decimation shown, the output signal near
fs”/2 has an unusually shaped power spectrum due to the aliasing of the 3:1 interpolated
spectrum. If this aliasing causes a problem in the system that processes the interpolated
output signal, it can be eliminated by either lowpass filtering the signal before decimation
or by designing the interpolation filter to further attenuate the replicated spectra.

The interpolation filter used to create the interpolated values can be an IIR or FIR
lowpass filter. However, if an IIR filter is used, the input samples are not preserved ex-
actly because of the nonlinear phase response of the IIR filter. FIR interpolation filters
can be designed such that the input samples are preserved, which also results in some
computational savings in the implementation. For this reason, only the implementation of
FIR interpolation will be considered further.

4.5.1 FIR Interpolation

The FIR lowpass filter required for interpolation can be designed using the McClellan-
Parks program (see Section 4.2) or by using the simpler windowing techniques. In this
section, a Kaiser window is used to design 2:1 and 3:1 interpolators. The FIR filter length
must be odd so that the filter delay is an integer number of samples so that the input sam-
ples can be preserved. The passband and stopband must be specified such that the center
coefficient of the filter is unity (the filter gain will be P) and every P coefficients on each
side of the filter center are zero. This ensures that the original input samples are preserved
because the result of all the multiplies in the convolution is zero except for the center fil-
ter coefficient, which gives the input sample. The other P - 1 output samples between
each original input sample are created by convolutions with the other coefficients of the
filter. The following passband and stopband specifications will be used to illustrate a P:1
interpolation filter:

Passband frequencies:    0-0.8 fs/(2/P)
Stopband frequencies:    1.2 fs/(2P) - 0.5 fs

Passband gain:    P
Passband ripple:    < 0.03 dB

Stopband attenuation:    > 56 dB
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The filter length was determined to be 16P - 1 using Equation 4.2 (rounding to the near-
est odd length) and the passband and stopband specifications. Greater stopband attenua-
tion or a smaller transition band can be obtained with a longer filter. The interpolation fil-
ter coefficients are obtained by multiplying the Kaiser window coefficients by the ideal
lowpass filter coefficients. The ideal lowpass coefficients for a very long odd-length filter
with a cutoff frequency of fs/2P are given by the following sinc function:

(4.14)c
P k P

k
 sin( )

k
= π

π
/
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FIGURE 4.18 Illustration of 3:1 interpolation followed by 2:1 decimation. The
aliased input spectrum in the decimated output is shown with a dashed line. (a)
Example real input spectrum. (b) 3:1 interpolation filter response (fs’= 3fs). (c)
3:1 interpolated spectrum. (d) 2:1 decimated output (fs” = fs’/2).
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Note that the original input samples are preserved, since the coefficients are zero for all k
= nP, where n is an integer greater than zero and c0 = 1. Very poor stopband attenuation
would result if the above coefficients were truncated by using the 16P - 1 coefficients
where |k| < 8P (effectively multiplying the sinc function by a rectangular window, which
would have a stopband attenuation of about 13 dB). However, by multiplying these coef-
ficients by the appropriate Kaiser window, the stopband and passband specifications can
be realized. The symmetrical Kaiser window, wk, is given by the following expression:

(4.15)

Where I0(ß) is a modified zero order Bessel function of the first kind and ß is the Kaiser
window parameter, which determines the stopband attenuation. The empirical formula for
ß when Astop is greater than 50 dB is ß = 0.1102*(Astop − 8.71). Thus, for a stopband at-
tenuation of 56 dB, ß = 5.21136. Figure 4.19(a) shows the frequency response of the re-
sulting 31-point 2:1 interpolation filter, and Figure 4.19(b) shows the frequency response
of the 47-point 3:1 interpolation filter.

Listing 4.9 shows the program INTERP, which implements 2:1 or 3:1 interpolation
on the first record in a DSP data file using the filters shown in Figure 4.19. The 47 filter
coefficients of the 3:1 interpolation filter are stored in the static array interp3, and the 31
filter coefficients of the 2:1 interpolation filter are stored in the static array interp2. Both
of these arrays are initialized in the beginning of the program as shown in Listing 4.9. In
order to implement the interpolation filters efficiently, each set of filter coefficients are
decimated by a factor of 2 or 3 (the interpolation ratio) as follows:

if(ratio == 2) {
float coef2[FILTER_LENGTH];
for( int i = 0; i < FILTER_LENGTH; i++ )

coef2[i] = INTERP2[2*i];
FIRFilter<float> interp2( coef2, FILTER_LENGTH );

}
else {    // ratio = 3 case

float coef31[FILTER_LENGTH];
for( int i = 0; i < FILTER_LENGTH; i++ )

coef31[i] = INTERP3[3*i];
FIRFilter<float> interp31( coef31, FILTER_LENGTH );

float coef32[FILTER_LENGTH];
for( i = 0; i < FILTER_LENGTH; i++ )

coef32[i] = INTERP3[3*i+1];
FIRFilter<float> interp32( coef32, FILTER_LENGTH );

}
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LISTING 4.9 Program INTERP used to interpolate a DSP data record by a
factor of 2 or 3 using the filters shown in Figure 4.18. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// interp.cpp - Interpolation using filters

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

#include "dsp.h"

#include "disk.h"

#include "get.h"

#include "filter.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// 2:1 interpolation coefficients, PB 0-0.2, SB 0.3-0.5

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

static float INTERP2[] =

{

-0.00258821F, 0.0F,  0.00748852F, 0.0F, -0.01651064F, 0.0F,

0.03176119F, 0.0F, -0.05692563F, 0.0F,  0.10079526F, 0.0F,

-0.19532167F, 0.0F,  0.63082207F, 1.0F,  0.63082207F, 0.0F,

-0.19532167F, 0.0F,  0.10079526F, 0.0F, -0.05692563F, 0.0F,

0.03176119F, 0.0F, -0.01651064F, 0.0F,  0.00748852F, 0.0F,

-0.00258821F

};

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// 3:1 interpolation coefficients, PB 0-0.133, SB 0.2-0.5

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

static float INTERP3[] = 

{

-0.00178662F, -0.00275941F, 0.0F,  0.00556927F,  0.00749929F, 0.0F,

-0.01268113F, -0.01606336F, 0.0F,  0.02482278F,  0.03041984F, 0.0F,

-0.04484686F, -0.05417098F, 0.0F,  0.07917613F,  0.09644332F, 0.0F,

-0.14927754F, -0.19365910F, 0.0F,  0.40682136F,  0.82363913F, 1.0F,

0.82363913F,  0.40682136F, 0.0F, -0.19365910F, -0.14927754F, 0.0F,

0.09644332F,  0.07917613F, 0.0F, -0.05417098F, -0.04484686F, 0.0F,

0.03041984F,  0.02482278F, 0.0F, -0.01606336F, -0.01268113F, 0.0F,

0.00749928F,  0.00556927F, 0.0F, -0.00275941F, -0.00178662F

};
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LISTING 4.9 (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// int main()

//   Demonstrates 2:1 and 3:1 FIR filter interpolation

//   using two interpolation filters and multiple calls

//   to the real time filter function filterElement().

//

//  Returns:

//   0 —- Success

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

int main()

{

try

{

DSPFile dspfileIn;

DSPFile dspfileOut;

String strName;

String strTrailer;

// Open the input file

do getInput( "Enter file to filter", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfileIn.isFound( strName ) == false );

dspfileIn.openRead( strName );

dspfileIn.getTrailer( strTrailer );

int lenIn = dspfileIn.getRecLen();

// Print trailer

if( strTrailer.isEmpty() == false )

cout << "File trailer:\n" << strTrailer << endl;

// Get ratio of interpolation

int ratioInterpolation = 0;

getInput( 

"Enter ratio of interpolation",

ratioInterpolation,

2,

3 );

// Write interpolated vector out to file

do getInput( "Enter interpolated output file name", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() );

dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );
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LISTING 4.9 (Continued)

// Filter with interpolation ratio

String strRatio;

Vector<float> vIn;

const int FILTER_LENGTH = 16;

if( ratioInterpolation == 2 )

{

strRatio = "FIR Interpolated 2:1\n";

// Decimate coefficients of filter

float coef2[FILTER_LENGTH];

for( int i = 0; i < FILTER_LENGTH; i++ )

coef2[i] = INTERP2[2*i];

FIRFilter<float> interp2( coef2, FILTER_LENGTH );

// Create output vector

Vector<float> vOut( ratioInterpolation * lenIn );

// Read in file record by record

for( int j = 0; j < dspfileIn.getNumRecords(); j++ )

{

// Read in vector to interpolate

dspfileIn.read( vIn );

// Set elements of output vector to zero

vOut = 0.0f;

// Interpolate the data by calls to fir_filter

for( i = 0; i < lenIn; i++ )

{

if( i >= 8 )

vOut[2*i] = vIn[i-8];

vOut[2*i+1] = interp2.filterElement( vIn[i] );

}

dspfileOut.write( vOut );

}

}

else

{

strRatio = "FIR Interpolated 3:1\n";

// Decimate coefficients of filter

float coef31[FILTER_LENGTH];

for( int i = 0; i < FILTER_LENGTH; i++ )

coef31[i] = INTERP3[3*i];

FIRFilter<float> interp31( coef31, FILTER_LENGTH );
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LISTING 4.9 (Continued)

float coef32[FILTER_LENGTH];

for( i = 0; i < FILTER_LENGTH; i++ )

coef32[i] = INTERP3[3*i+1];

FIRFilter<float> interp32( coef32, FILTER_LENGTH );

// Create output vector

Vector<float> vOut( ratioInterpolation * lenIn );

// Read in file record by record

for( int j = 0; j < dspfileIn.getNumRecords(); j++ )

{

// Read in vector to interpolate

dspfileIn.read( vIn );

// Set elements of output vector to zero

vOut = 0.0f;

// Interpolate the data by calls to fir_filter

for( i = 0; i < lenIn; i++ )

{

if( i >= 8 )

vOut[3*i] = vIn[i-8];

vOut[3*i+1] = interp31.filterElement( vIn[i] );

vOut[3*i+2] = interp32.filterElement( vIn[i] );

}

dspfileOut.write( vOut );

}

}

// Append to trailer

strTrailer += strRatio;

dspfileOut.setTrailer( strTrailer );

cout << strTrailer << endl;

// Close files

dspfileIn.close();

dspfileOut.close();

}
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FIGURE 4.19 (a) Frequency response of 31-point FIR 2:1 interpo-
lation filter (gain = 2 or 6 dB). (b) Frequency response of 47-
point FIR 3:1 interpolation filter (gain = 3 or 9.54 dB).
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In each case, a Filter class is initialized to have the decimated coefficients. If 2:1 interpo-
lation is selected, only one set of 16 coefficients is required (the odd coefficients in
interp2). If 3:1 interpolation is selected, two Filter structures are initialized each with 16
coefficients. Each of the Filter classes are then used individually with the filterElemnet
function to create the interpolated values in the vOut array. The original input signal is
copied without filtering to the vOut array every P samples (where P is 2 or 3). Thus,
compared to direct filtering using the 31- or 47-point original filters, 15 multiplies for
each input sample are saved when interpolation is performed using INTERP. Also, be-
cause the filterElement function is used to perform the filtering, the same program struc-
ture could be used to perform interpolation in real-time with real-time hardware.

Figure 4.20 shows the result of running the INTERP program on the WAVE3.DAT
data file (introduced in Section 4.2.1). Figure 4.20 shows the original data. The result of
the 3:1 interpolation ratio is shown in Figure 4.20b. Note that the definition of the highest
frequency in the original data set (0.4 fs) is much improved because in Figure 4.20(b)
there are 7.5 samples per cycle of the highest frequency. The startup effects and the 23
sample delay of the 47-point interpolation filter are also easy to see in Figure 4.20(b)
when compared to Figure 4.20(a). The following computer dialogue shows how the inter-
polated data (file WAVE33.DAT) was created:

Enter input file name : WAVE3.DAT

File trailer:

Signal of length 150 equal to the sum of 3
cosine waves at the following frequencies:
f/fs = 0.010000
f/fs = 0.020000
f/fs = 0.400000

Enter interpolation ratio [2...3] : 3

Enter output file name : WAVE33.DAT

4.5.2 FIR Sample Rate Modification and Pitch
Shifting

By changing the sampling rate of an audio signal by FIR interpolation (or in combination
with decimation) and then playing the digital samples at the original sampling rate, the
pitch of the recorded sound will shift. Changing the pitch of a recorded sound is often de-
sired in order to allow it to mix with a new song or for special effects where the original
sound is shifted in frequency to a point where the original sound is no longer identifiable.
New sounds are often created by a series of pitch shifts and mixing processes.

Different sample rates are used in the audio recording and production process. For
example, a 48-KHz sample rate is often used for high-quality recording and mixing. The
final result is then converted to a 44.1-KHz sample rate for mass production of audio
compact discs. This sample rate conversion requires an interpolation factor of 147 fol-
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FIGURE 4.20 Example of INTERP for 3:1 interpolation. (a) Original
WAVE3.DAT [same as Figure 4.5(a)]. (b) 3:1 interpolated
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lowed by a decimation factor of 160. The example program presented in this section
(PSHIFT.CPP) illustrates pitch shifting for audio samples and can also be used for a fixed
integer interpolation and decimation factor for sample rate modification.

Pitch shifting is accomplished by interpolating a signal to a new sampling rate and
then playing the new samples back at the original sampling rate. If the pitch is shifted
down (by an interpolation factor greater than one) the new sound will have a longer dura-
tion. If the pitch is shifted upward (by an interpolation factor less than one where some
decimation is occurring), the sound becomes shorter. Listing 4.10 shows the program
PSHIFT.CPP, which can be used to pitch shift a sound up or down by a number of semi-
tones (12 semitones is an octave or a factor of 2 in frequency). It uses a long Kaiser win-
dow filter for interpolation of the samples, as was illustrated in the last section. The filter
coefficients are calculated in the first part of the PSHIFT program before input and output
begins. The filtering is done with two FIR filter functions that are shown in Listing 4.11.
The history array is updated only when the interpolation point moves to the next input
sample. This requires that the history update be removed from the filter function dis-
cussed previously. The history is updated by the function FIRHistoryUpdate. The coef-
ficients are decimated into short polyphase filters. In the pitch shift case, an interpolation
ratio of 500 is performed, and the decimation ratio is determined by the amount of pitch
shift selected by the integer variable key. A computer dialog for a pitch shift of 5 semi-
tones is as follows:

Enter input file : chkl.dat
Enter pitch/sample rate shifted output file name : chkl5.dat
Do you want to enter a Musical Key Shift Value (y or n) ? : y
Key Shift Value in Semitones (12 = 1 octave) [-60..60] : 5
Decimation ratio (dec) = 667.42

Interpolation ratio (RATIO) = 500

Poly phase filter size = 24

Note that the decimation ratio is greater than the interpolation ratio becaue the siganl is
pitch shift up which makes the final data set shorter than the original. A computer dialog
for a sample rate change of the CHKL.DAT data set to 44100 Hz from its original
8000 Hz is as follows:

Enter input file : chkl.dat
Enter pitch/sample rate shifted output file name : chkl441.dat
Do you want to enter a Musical Key Shift Value (y or n) ? : n
Input sample rate [0.01..1e+008] : 8000
Output sample rate [0.01..1e+008] : 44100
Max common ratio found (maxTryFound) = 100

Decimation ratio (dec) = 80
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LISTING 4.10 Program PSHIFT.CPP, which performs pitch shifting on
audio samples or general sample rate conversion. (Continued)

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// pshift.cpp - Kaiser Window Pitch Shift/Sample Rate Change Algorithm

//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include "dsp.h"

#include "disk.h"

#include "get.h"

#include "filter.h"

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// Constants

//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Passband specified, larger makes longer filters

const float PERCENT_PASS = 85.0f;

// Minimum attenuation in stopbands (dB), larger make long filters

const float ATT = 60.0f;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// int main()

//

//  Returns:

//   0 —- Success

//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int main()

{

try

{

DSPFile dspfileIn;

DSPFile dspfileOut;

String strName;

float beta;

// Open the input file

do getInput( "Enter input file", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfileIn.isFound( strName ) == false );

dspfileIn.openRead( strName );
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LISTING 4.10 (Continued)

// Open the output file

do getInput("Enter pitch/sample rate shifted output file name", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() );

dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );

// Read in a user key value or input/output sample rates

String strKey;

getInput("Do you want to enter a Musical Key Shift Value (y or n) ?", strKey );

if(strKey.isEmpty()) strKey = "n";

// Set interpolation ratio default

int RATIO = 500;

float dec = 1.0f;

if(strKey[0] == ‘y’)

{

int key = 0;

getInput("Key Shift Value in Semitones (12 = 1 octave)", key, -60, 60 );

// Decimation ratio for key semitones shift

dec = (float)RATIO* pow( 2.0, 0.0833333333 * key );

}

else

{

float inFreq = 1.0f;

getInput("Input sample rate", inFreq, 0.01f, 1.e8f );

float outFreq = 1.0f;

getInput("Output sample rate", outFreq, 0.01f, 1.e8f);

// try all RATIOs to 1000 until a common factor

int maxTryFound = 1;

for(int tryRatio = 1 ; tryRatio <= 1000 ; tryRatio++)

{

float frin = inFreq / tryRatio;

int irin = (int) frin;

float ein = frin - (float)irin;

float frout = outFreq / tryRatio;

int irout = (int) frout;

float eout = frout - (float)irout;

if(ein < 1.e-8 && eout < 1.e-8) {

maxTryFound = tryRatio;

}

}

cout << "Max common ratio found (maxTryFound) = " << maxTryFound << endl;

float maxIOSampleRate = inFreq;
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LISTING 4.10 (Continued)

if(outFreq > inFreq) maxIOSampleRate = outFreq;

RATIO = maxIOSampleRate / (float)maxTryFound;

dec = (float)RATIO * (inFreq / outFreq );

}

cout << "Decimation ratio (dec) = " << dec << endl;

cout << "Interpolation ratio (RATIO) = " << RATIO << endl;

float fp = PERCENT_PASS / ( 200.0f * RATIO );

float fa = ( 200.0f - PERCENT_PASS ) / ( 200.0f * RATIO );

float deltaf = fa - fp;

int nfilt = calcFilterLength( ATT, deltaf, beta );

int lsize = nfilt / RATIO;

nfilt = (long) lsize * RATIO + 1;

int npair = ( nfilt - 1 ) / 2;

cout << "Poly phase filter size = " << lsize << endl;

Matrix<float> h( RATIO, lsize );

Vector<float> hist( lsize );

hist = 0.0f;

// Compute Kaiser window sample values

int i = 0;

int j = 0;

float valizb = 1.0f / izero( beta );

float npair_inv = 1.0f / npair;

// n = 0 case

h[i++][j] = 0.0f;

for( int n = 1; n < npair; n++ )

{

int k = npair - n;

double alpha = k * npair_inv;

double y = beta * sqrt( 1.0 - ( alpha * alpha ) );

double w = valizb * izero( y );

float ck = RATIO * sin( k * ( PI/RATIO )) / ( k*PI );

h[i++][j] = w * ck;

if( i == RATIO )

{

i = 0;

j++;

}

}
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LISTING 4.10 (Continued)

// Force the pass through point

h[i][lsize / 2] = 1.0f;

// Second half of response

for( n = 1 ; n < npair; n++ )

{

// "from" location

i = npair - n;

// "to" location

int k = npair + n;

h[k % RATIO][k / RATIO] = h[i % RATIO][i / RATIO];

}

// Interpolate the data by calls to 

// fir_filter_no_update, decimate the interpolated 

// samples by only generating the samples

// required

float phase = 0.0f;

int lenIn = dspfileIn.getRecLen();

for( int count = 0; count < lenIn; count++ )

{

float signalIn;

dspfileIn.readElement( signalIn );

while( phase < (float)RATIO )

{

// Pointer to poly phase values

int k = (int)phase;

dspfileOut.writeElement( 

filterNoUpdate( signalIn, h.getRow( k ), hist ) );

phase += dec;

}

phase -= RATIO;

filterUpdate( signalIn, hist );

}

// Close files

dspfileIn.close();

dspfileOut.close();

}

catch( DSPException& e )

{
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LISTING 4.10 (Continued)

// Display exception

cerr << e;

return 1;

}

return 0;

}

LISTING 4.11 Functions izero, calcFilterLength, filterNoUpdate
and filterUpdate used by program PSHIFT.CPP. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// float izero( float y )
// Compute Bessel function Izero(y) using a 
// series approximation.
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
float izero( float y )
{

float s = 1.0f;
float ds = 1.0f;
float d = 0.0f;
do
{

d = d + 2.0;
ds = ds * ( y * y ) / ( d * d );
s = s + ds;

} 
while( ds > 1E-7f * s);
return s;

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int calcFilterLength( float att, float deltaf, float &beta )
//   Use att to get beta (for Kaiser window function) 
//   and nfilt (always odd valued and = 2 * npair + 1)
//   using Kaiser’s empirical formulas.
//
//  Returns:
//   Filter length
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int calcFilterLength( float att, float deltaf, float &beta )
{
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LISTING 4.11 (Continued)

// Value of beta if att < 21
beta = 0.0f;
if( att >= 50.0f )

beta = 0.1102f * ( att - 8.71f );
if( att < 50.0f && att >= 21.0f )
{

beta = 0.5842 * pow( ( att - 21.0f ), 0.4f );
beta += 0.07886f * ( att - 21.0f );

}
int npair = (long int)(( att - 8.0f )/( 28.72f*deltaf ) );
return( 2 * npair + 1 );

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// float filterNoUpdate( input, coef, history )
//   Run the FIR filter using floating point numbers and
//   do not update the history array.
//
//  Returns:
//   Filtered element
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
float filterNoUpdate( 

float input, 
const Vector<float> &coef, 
const Vector<float> &history )

{
int n = coef.length();
if( n < 2 )

throw DSPParamException( "Too few coefficients" );

if( n != history.length() )
throw DSPParamException( "history does not match" );

int h = 0;

// Index to last coef
int c = n - 1;

// Form output accumulation
float output = history[h++] * coef[c—];
for( int i = 2; i < n; i++ )

output += history[h++] * coef[c—];

// Input tap
output += input * coef[0];
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LISTING 4.11 (Continued)

return(output);
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// void filterUpdate( float input, Vector<float> &history )
// Update the fir_filter history array
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void filterUpdate( float input, Vector<float> &history )
{

int n = history.length();
if( n < 2 )

throw DSPParamException( "History buffer too small" );

// Update history array
for( int i = 0; i < n - 1; i++ )

history[i] = history[i+1];

// Last input
history[i] = input;

}

Interpolation ratio (RATIO) = 441

Polyphase filter size = 24

Note that the common factor of 100 was found to allow 441 polyphase filters to be used
for the sample rate change. The sampling rate of the CHKL441.DAT file can then be
changed to 48000 Hz as follows:

Enter input file : chkl441.dat
Enter pitch/sample rate shifted output file name : chkl480.dat
Do you want to enter a Musical Key Shift Value (y or n) ? : n
Input sample rate [0.01..1e+008] : 44100
Output sample rate [0.01..1e+008] : 48000
Max common ratio found (maxTryFound) = 300

Decimation ratio (dec) = 147

Interpolation ratio (RATIO) = 160

Poly phase filter size = 24
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Note that the common factor of 300 was found to allow only 160 polyphase filters to be
used for this sample rate change.

4.6 COMPLEX FILTERS

Complex signals arise in digital signal processing for several reasons. Sometimes the pro-
cessing to be performed can be done more efficiently using a complex signal representa-
tion. In other cases, the phase or envelope of the signal is of interest and must be ex-
tracted from complex data. Perhaps the most fundamental reason for complex signals is
that many signals (such as high-frequency radar signals) cannot be sampled directly and
must be sampled using two A/D converters and analog heterodyne circuits (mixers and
lowpass filters). Usually, if the signal can be sampled using a single A/D converter to
generate a real sequence, there are some performance advantages. The real signal can
then be converted to a complex signal using a Hilbert transform filter (see Section 4.5.1).
One performance advantage in using this digital technique over the analog heterodyne ap-
proach is that the gain and phase mismatch of the real and imaginary channels in a digital
system can be reduced to an arbitrarily small value. Some level of mismatch will always
exist in an analog implementation.

In Section 4.2, frequency translation of FIR filters was briefly considered. In most
cases, frequency translation of a lowpass FIR filter results in a complex bandpass filter
centered at the frequency shift value (shifts from -0.5 to 0.5 are allowed for complex fil-
ters) with twice the bandwidth of the lowpass filter. The resulting filter coefficients are
complex numbers (see Equation 4.3) and must be filtered with an FIR filter with complex
coefficients. However, a complex filter can be realized as four real filters. If xi, yi, and gn
are the complex filter input, output and coefficients, respectively, then the complex FIR
filter can be expressed as follows:

(4.16)

When the complex multiply is expanded, the following four filters are formed:

where Re { } and Im { } indicate the real and imaginary parts of the argument. Thus, the
resulting FIR complex filter can be decomposed into at most four real filters followed by
one add and one subtract as shown in Figure 4.21(a). This implementation is generally
easier and sometimes more efficient than implementing the complex multiplies directly.
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In particular, if a complex lowpass filter is implemented and is symmetric about zero fre-
quency, the cross terms (Re { }Im { }) are zero, resulting in only two real filters for the
implementation. In general, however, where no symmetry exists or when multiple pass-
bands or stopbands are required, all four filters must be used.

Figure 4.21(b) shows another method to implement some types of complex filters.
It is based on frequency translation of the input and output signals so that only two real
lowpass filters are required. This technique can be used whenever the desired complex
frequency response is symmetric about the selected frequency shift. For example, this
method is especially attractive when a very narrow band bandpass filter at a particular
complex frequency is required. A lowpass filter is first designed with enough coefficients
to have half the desired bandwidth of the bandpass filter. The same filter coefficients can
then be used for each of the two filters shown in Figure 4.21(b). The frequency shift can
also be made to sweep over a range of frequencies to implement a digital spectrum ana-
lyzer. Maximum efficiency can be achieved using two narrow band lowpass IIR filters in
this case, since linear phase is generally not required.

Complex filters can also be implemented using the fast convolution techniques as
discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.5. This method is sometimes preferred because most

FIGURE 4.21 (a) General complex filter with complex input and
complex output decomposed into four real filters. (b) Complex
bandpass filter implemented using frequency translation and
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FFT algorithms work very efficiently with complex signals. Because of the wide variety
of complex filtering applications and the close association of complex signals with FFT
methods, the implementation of real-to-complex conversion using a Hilbert transform fil-
ter is the only example considered further in this section.

4.6.1 Hilbert Transform Real-to-Complex
Conversion

A Hilbert transform filter is a digital filter that has approximately unity gain and
approximately a 90-degree phase shift at all frequencies. It can be used to create an ana-
lytic complex signal from a real signal. The analytic signal has a spectrum that is zero (or
approximately zero) for all negative frequencies. The analytic complex signal can then be
decimated (see Section 4.5) to form a baseband complex signal. Thus, the Hilbert trans-
form filter can be used to convert a real digital sequence with a high sampling rate to a
complex digital sequence with a lower sampling rate. The block diagram of this process
is shown in Figure 4.22. This real-to-complex conversion structure is a special case of a
complex filter where a single real input is used to generate a complex output using two
real filters. As long as the input RF signal has limited bandwidth, the digital system
shown in Figure 4.22 is essentially equivalent to the mixers and lowpass filters found in
analog complex demodulators.

An ideal Hilbert transform filter with unity gain for all frequencies has a noncausal
infinitely long impulse response and cannot be implemented. Fortunately, the McClellan-
Parks program can be used to generate an optimum FIR Hilbert transform filter with
unity gain over a given frequency band with a given number of coefficients. The impulse
response and passband frequency response of such a filter with 35 coefficients is shown
in Figure 4.23. The passband was specified from 0.02 to 0.48 (a symmetric passband is
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FIGURE 4.22 Digital real-to-complex converter as implemented
by REALCMX using a Hilbert transform filter. The input signal is
sampled at D times the RF carrier frequency.
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FIGURE 4.23 (a) Impulse response of 35-point Hilbert transform
filter (designed using the McClellan-Parks program). (b)
Frequency response magnitude of the 35-point Hilbert transform
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LISTING 4.12 Program REALCMX used to convert a DSP data record repre-
senting real RF data to two records representing real and imaginary part
of the equivalent complex signal. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// realcmx.cpp - Convert RF Data from real to complex
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
#include "filter.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Constant filter coefficients
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// 35 point hilbert transform FIR filter cutoff at 0.02 and 0.48
// +/- 0.5 dB ripple in passband, zeros at 0 and 0.5
float FIRHILBERT35[] = 
{

0.038135F,    0.000000F,    0.024179F,    0.000000F,    0.032403F,
0.000000F,    0.043301F,    0.000000F,    0.058420F,    0.000000F,
0.081119F,    0.000000F,    0.120167F,    0.000000F,    0.207859F,
0.000000F,    0.635163F,    0.000000F,   -0.635163F,    0.000000F,
-0.207859F,    0.000000F,   -0.120167F,    0.000000F,   -0.081119F,
0.000000F,   -0.058420F,    0.000000F,   -0.043301F,    0.000000F,
-0.032403F,    0.000000F,   -0.024179F,    0.000000F,   -0.038135F

};
FIRFilter<float> FIRHILBERT( FIRHILBERT35, ELEMENTS( FIRHILBERT35 ) );

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Converts an RF data record to a DSPFile containing
//   two records representing the real and imaginary part 
//   of the signal.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
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LISTING 4.12 (Continued)

{
DSPFile dspfile;
String strName;
String strTrailer;

// Open the input file
do getInput( "Enter file to change to COMPLEX", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfile.isFound( strName ) == false );
dspfile.openRead( strName );
dspfile.getTrailer( strTrailer );

// Print trailer
if( strTrailer.isEmpty() == false )

cout << "File trailer:\n" << strTrailer << endl;

Vector<float> vIn;
dspfile.read( vIn );
dspfile.close();

// Get type of filter to use of several in filter.h
int decim = 0;
getInput( "Enter decimation ratio", decim, 1, 20 );

// Create output vector
Vector<float> vOut = FIRHILBERT.filter( vIn );

// Decimate original input and Hilbert transformed output
for( int i = 1; i < (vIn.length() + decim - 1)/decim ; i++ )
{

vIn[i] = vIn[i * decim];
vOut[i] = vOut[i * decim];

} 

// Write filtered vector out to file
do getInput( "Enter output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
dspfile.openWrite( strName );

// Write two decimated records
dspfile.write( vIn( 0, vIn.length() / decim ) );
dspfile.write( vOut( 0, vOut.length() / decim ) );

// Append to trailer
char szFmt[100];
sprintf( 
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LISTING 4.12 (Continued)

szFmt,
"\nConverted to complex using realcmx.cpp, Decimated %d:1",
decim );
strTrailer += szFmt;

dspfile.setTrailer( strTrailer );

// Close file
dspfile.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}

required). The resulting passband ripple was 1 dB (± 0.5 dB about unity gain). Note that
the impulse response shown in Figure 4.23(a) is antisymmetric and has all the odd coeffi-
cients equal to zero. The delay of the filter is 17 samples, which must be compensated for
by the delay in the real path of the real-to-complex converter shown in Figure 4.22.

Listing 4.12 shows the program REALCMX, which implements the structure illus-
trated in Figure 4.22 using the 35-point FIR Hilbert transform filter. The FIRfilter mem-
ber function (see Section 4.1.1) is used to implement the Hilbert transform filter and auto-
matically compensate for the filter delay. Note that this implementation is somewhat
inefficient, since half of the filter coefficients are zero. The result of the REALCMX pro-
gram is two records representing the real and imaginary parts of the complex signal.

Figure 4.24 shows an example real RF pulse signal with a sampling rate three times
the carrier frequency of the pulse. The envelope of the sinewave pulse has a Gaussian-
shaped attack and decay (with different time constants) and can be found on the accom-
panying disk in the file PULSE.DAT. The signal perhaps represents the result that would
be obtained by directly sampling a noiseless radar or sonar echo if this were possible. The
REALCMX program can be used with this data set as follows:

Enter input file name : PULSE.DAT

File trailer:

RF pulse data sampled at 3 times center frequency.

Enter decimation ratio [1...20] : 3
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Enter output file name : PULSECMX.DAT

The resulting real and imaginary records of the 166 sample complex signal are shown in
Figure 4.25. The decimation ratio of 3:1 was chosen so that the resulting complex signal
is a baseband representation (centered at zero frequency) of the original RF samples.

4.7 FILTERING TO REMOVE NOISE

Noise is generally unwanted and can usually be reduced by some type of filtering. Noise
can be highly correlated with the signal, or it can be in a completely different frequency
band, in which case it is uncorrelated. Some types of noise are impulsive in nature and
occur relatively infrequently, while other types of noise appear as narrow band tones near
the signal of interest. The most common type of noise is wideband thermal noise, which
originates in the sensor or the amplifying electronic circuits. Such noise can often be con-
sidered white Gaussian noise implying that the power spectrum is flat and the distribution
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FIGURE 4.24 Plot of data file PULSE.DAT showing a simulated
radar or sonar echo. The pulse has a Gaussian attack and decay
and a sampling rate of three times the center frequency.
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FIGURE 4.25 Plot of the result of converting the PULSE.DAT data
file to a complex baseband signal using program REALCMX (a
decimation ratio of 3 was used). (a) Real part (record 0). (b)
Imaginary part (record 1).
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is normal. The most important consideration in deciding what type of filter to use to re-
move noise is the type and characteristics of the noise. In many cases, very little is known
about the noise process contaminating the digital signal, and it is usually costly (in terms
of time and/or money) to find out. Often, the last consideration in a system design is how
the noise propagates through the system (the first consideration is often cost or packag-
ing). Unfortunately, the overall signal-to-noise ratio will ultimately determine the system
performance.

This section describes several examples involving linear filtering to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio when white noise is present. Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 describe simple
routines to generate and measure noise. These routines will then be used in the noise-
filtering examples in Sections 4.7.3 and 4.7.4. The examples are by no means optimum
noise reduction examples; they simply attempt to illustrate the basic principles. When im-
pulse like (non-Gaussian) noise is present, nonlinear filtering can sometimes be more ef-
fective. Nonlinear filtering is described briefly in Section 4.8.

4.7.1 Noise Generation

The functions gaussian and uniform (shown in Listing 4.13) are used for noise genera-
tion and are contained in the DSP.H source file. Both functions have no arguments and
return a single random, double-precision, floating-point number.

The function uniform (shown at the end of Listing 4.13) returns uniform double
random numbers from -0.5 to 0.5. The standard C library function rand is called. The
function rand (see Appendix A) normally returns integers from 0 to some maximum
value (a defined constant, RAND_MAX, in ANSI implementations). As shown in Listing
4.13, the integer values returned by rand are converted to a double value to be returned
by uniform. Although the random number generator provided with most C compilers
gives good random numbers with uniform distributions and long periods, if the random
number generator is used in an application that requires truly random, uncorrelated se-
quences, the generator should be checked carefully. If the rand function is in question, a
standard random number generator can be easily written in C (see the review article by
Park and Miller).

The function gaussian (shown in the beginning of Listing 4.13) returns a zero
mean random number with a unit variance and a Gaussian (or normal) distribution. It
uses the Box-Muller method (see Knuth or Press et al.) to map a pair of independent uni-
formly distributed random variables to a pair of Gaussian random variables. The function
uniform is used to generate the two uniform variables that are transformed using the fol-
lowing statements:

v1 = 2.*uniform();
v2 = 2.*uniform();
r = v1*v1 + v2*v2;
fac = sqrt(-2.*log(r)/r);
gstore = v1*fac;
gaus = v2*fac;
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LISTING 4.13 Inline functions gaussian and uniform (contained
in DSP.H) used to generate noise samples. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// uniform()
//   Generates zero mean unit uniform random 
//   number from -0.5 to 0.5.
//
//  Returns:
//   One zero mean uniformly distributed random number
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
inline double uniform()
{

return( (double)( rand() & RAND_MAX ) / RAND_MAX - 0.5 );
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// gaussian()
//   Generates zero mean unit variance Gaussian 
//   random numbers. Uses the Box-Muller 
//   transformation of two uniform random numbers to
//   Gaussian random numbers.
//
//  Returns:
//   one zero mean unit variance Gaussian random number
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
inline double gaussian()
{

// Flag to indicated stored value
static bool ready = false;
// Place to store other value
static double gstore;
double v1,v2,r,fac,gaus;

// Make two numbers if none stored
if( ready == false )
{

do
{

v1 = 2.0 * uniform();
v2 = 2.0 * uniform();
r = v1 * v1 + v2 * v2;

}
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The r variable is the radius squared of the random point on the (v1, v2) plane. In the
gaussian function, the r value is tested to ensure that it is always less than 1 (which it
usually is), so that the region uniformly covered by (v1, v2) is a circle, log(r) is always
negative, and the argument for the square root is positive. The variables gstore and gaus
are the resulting independent Gaussian random variables. Because gaussian must return
one value at a time, the gstore variable is a static floating-point variable used to store the
vl*fac result until the next call to gaussian. The static integer variable ready is used as a
flag to indicate if gstore has just been stored or if two new Gaussian random numbers
should be generated.

Listing 4.14 shows the ADDNOISE program, which is used to add noise to the first
record in a DSP data file or generate noise only. The ADDNOISE program is normally
used to add a sequence of random noise samples to the first record of the input DSP data
file and generate a new output file. However, if no input file name is specified (by enter-
ing a carriage return), a single record of Gaussian or uniform noise can be generated. The
following computer dialogue illustrates the generation of 150 unit variance Gaussian
noise samples using the ADDNOISE program:

Enter input file name (CR for none) :

Enter number of samples to generate [2...32767] : 150

266 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

LISTING 4.13 (Continued)

// Make radius less than 1
while( r > 1.0 );

// Remap v1 and v2 to two Gaussian numbers
fac = sqrt( 2.0 * -log( r ) / r );
// Store one
gstore = v1 * fac;
// Return one
gaus = v2 * fac;
// Set ready flag
ready = true;

}
else
{

// Reset ready flag for next pair
ready = false;
// Return the stored one
gaus = gstore;

}
return( gaus );

}
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LISTING 4.14 Program ADDNOISE used to add Gaussian or uniform white
noise to a DSP data file record (or generate noise alone). (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// addnoise.cpp - Add noise to DSPFile
//   Program to add noise to existing DSPFile or create 
//   noise only. Adds noise to first record of input file
//   and generates a one record output file.
//
//  Inputs:
//   Filename and length, type, and amplitude of noise
//
//  Outputs:
//   DSPFile with noise added
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfile;
String strFile;
String strTrailer;
int i = 0;

// Get parameters from user
do getInput( "Enter file name", strFile );
while( strFile.isEmpty() );

const int UNIFORM = 0;
const int GAUSSIAN = 1;

int tn = 0;
getInput( 

"Type of noise ( 0 = uniform, 1 = Gaussian )", 
tn, 
UNIFORM,
GAUSSIAN );

float noiseMult = 0.0f;
getInput("Enter noise multiplier",noiseMult,0.0f, 1000.0f);

// Vector containing noise
Vector<float> vecNoise;
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LISTING 4.14 (Continued)

// Check if data is in file or should be generated
if( dspfile.isFound( strFile ) )
{

dspfile.openRead( strFile );
dspfile.getTrailer( strTrailer );

// Read float vector from existing file
dspfile.read( vecNoise );
dspfile.close();

// Get output file from user
do getInput( "Enter output file name", strFile );
while( strFile.isEmpty() );

}
else
{

// Generate data
int len = 0;
getInput("Enter number of samples to generate", len,2,32767);

// Allocate vector to len and set all elements to 0.0
vecNoise.setLength( len ) = 0.0f;

}

// Add noise to record
if( tn == UNIFORM )
{

for( i = 0; i < vecNoise.length(); i++)
vecNoise[i] += (float)(noiseMult * uniform() );

}
else
{

for( i = 0; i < vecNoise.length(); i++)
vecNoise[i] += (float)(noiseMult * gaussian() );

}

// Write out new data
dspfile.openWrite( strFile );
dspfile.write( vecNoise );

// Make descriptive trailer and write to file
char fmtBuf[80];
sprintf(

fmtBuf,
"Noise signal of length %d, %s distribution, Amplitude = %f\n",
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LISTING 4.14 (Continued)

vecNoise.length(),
( tn == UNIFORM ) ? “Uniform” : “Gaussian”,
(float)noiseMult);

// Append to trailer
strTrailer += fmtBuf;
dspfile.setTrailer( strTrailer );

dspfile.close();
}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}

Enter noise type (0 = uniform, 1 = Gaussian) [0...1] : 1

Enter noise multiplier [0...1e+003] : 1

Enter output file name : WNG.DAT

Noise signal of length 150, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 1.0

Figure 4.26(a) shows the resulting 150 Gaussian noise samples from the
ADDNOISE program. Although different implementations of the C library function rand
will result in different random sequences, Figure 4.26(a) is representative of Gaussian
white noise. Different random sequences can be generated by using the srand function to
change the seed used by the rand function. Figure 4.26(b) shows the result of using the
ADDNOISE program when the uniform noise type is selected (noise type = 0). The uni-
form sequence has far more samples near the extremes than the Gaussian random se-
quence as expected.

4.7.2 Statistics Calculation

The graphic display of the records in a DSP data file obtained using the WINPLOT pro-
gram is very useful for examining the qualitative aspects of the data. However, in many
cases it is important to extract quantitative information from the data in order to compare
the performance of different signal processing algorithms. The STATS program shown in
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FIGURE 4.26 Plot of 150 white noise samples generated by pro-
gram ADDNOISE. (a) Gaussian distributed. (b) Uniformly distrib-
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LISTING 4.15 Program STATS used to determine the min, max,
mean, variance, and standard deviation of each record in a DSP
data file. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// stats.cpp - Calculate standard statistics on DSPFiles
//   Finds min, max, mean, and variance of
//   records in an existing DSPFile.
//   Calls minimum, maximum, average, and variance
//   functions contained in this file.
//
//  Inputs: 
//   Input file name
//
//  Outputs:
//   Statistics of each record in input file
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// minimum( const Vector<Type>& v )
//
//  Return:
//   Minimum value in vector
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class Type>
Type minimum( const Vector<Type>& v )
{

int len = v.length();
if( len == 0 )

return 0;

Type ans = v[0];
for( int i = 1; i < len; i++ )
{

if( v[i] < ans )
ans = v[i];

}
return( ans );

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
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LISTING 4.15 (Continued)

// maximum( const Vector<Type>& v )
//
//  Return:
//   Maximum value in vector
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class Type>
Type maximum( const Vector<Type>& v )
{

int len = v.length();
if( len == 0 )

return 0;

Type ans = v[0];
for( int i = 1; i < len; i++ )
{

if( v[i] > ans )
ans = v[i];

}
return( ans );

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// average( const Vector<Type>& v )
//
//  Return:
//   Average of all values in vector
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
template <class Type>
Type average( const Vector<Type>& v )
{

int len = v.length();
if( len == 0 )

return 0;
return( sum( v ) / len );

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// variance( const Vector<Type>& v )
//
//  Return:
//   Variance in vector
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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LISTING 4.15 (Continued)

template <class Type>
Type variance( const Vector<Type>& v )
{

int len = v.length();
if( len == 0 )

return 0;

Type sum = (Type)0;
Type sum2 = (Type)0;
for( int i = 0; i < len; i++ )
{

Type element = v[i];
sum += element;
sum2 += element * element;

}

Type ave = sum / len;
return( ( sum2 - sum * ave ) / ( len - 1 ) );

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Find statistics of an existing DSPFile.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfile;
String str;

// Open the file
do getInput( "Enter input file name", str );
while( str.isEmpty() || dspfile.isFound(str) == false );
dspfile.openRead( str );

// Get trailer
dspfile.getTrailer( str );

// Display current trailer
if( str.isEmpty() == false )
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LISTING 4.15 (Continued)

cout << "Current trailer:\n" << str << endl;

// Display format of data
cout << " Record Average Variance Sigma   Min   Max\n";
cout << " ------ ------- -------- -----   ---   -—-\n";

// For each record in file
for( int i = 0; i < dspfile.getNumRecords(); i++ )
{

Vector<float> v;

// Read any type into float vector
dspfile.read( v );

// Format output
float var = variance( v );
char fmtBuf[80];
sprintf(

fmtBuf,
"%5d %12.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f\n",
i,
average( v ),
var,
sqrt( var ),
minimum( v ),
maximum( v ) );

cout << fmtBuf;
}
cout << endl;
dspfile.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}
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Listing 4.15 provides the basic quantitative statistics of each record in a DSP data file.
The minimum value, maximum value, average, variance, and standard deviation (denoted
by sigma) of each record are displayed in a table format.

The STATS program uses the read function to read in each record of the DSP data
file. Four functions (average, variance, minimum, and maximum) are then used to cal-
culate the individual statistics of each record read. The statistics functions are similar to
the statistics functions shown in Listing 2.1 and discussed in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2.
The single-record Gaussian noise data shown in Figure 4.26(a) can be analyzed using the
STATS program as follows:

Enter input filename: WNG.DAT

File trailer:

Noise signal of length 150, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 1.0

Record  Average Variance Sigma    Min    Max
------  ------- -------- -----    ---    ---

0    0.0575   0.9449  0.9720 -2.2759 2.5706

The uniform noise data shown in Figure 4.26b gives a result from the STATS program as
follows:

Enter input filename: WNU.DAT

File trailer:

Noise signal of length 150, Uniform distribution, Amplitude = 1.0

Record  Average Variance Sigma     Min    Max
------  ------- -------- -----     ---    ---
0      0.0021  0.0809   0.2845 -0.4987 0.4997

Note that the variance and standard deviation of the Gaussian noise is very close to unity
as was specified when the ADDNOISE program was used to generate the data. The vari-
ance of the uniform random sequence is 0.0809, which is close to the theoretical value of
1/12.

4.7.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Improvement

One common application of digital filtering is signal-to-noise ratio enhancement. If the
signal has a limited bandwidth and the noise has a broad spectrum, then a filter can be
used to remove the part of the noise spectrum that does not overlap the signal spectrum.
If the filter is designed to match the signal perfectly so that the maximum amount of
noise is removed, then the filter is called a matched or Wiener filter. Wiener filtering is
briefly discussed in Section 1.3.5 of Chapter 1.

Figure 4.27 shows a simple example of filtering a single tone with added white
noise. Figure 4.27(a) shows the original cosine wave at a 0.05 fs frequency generated
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FIGURE 4.27 Plot of cosine wave with added noise generated by
the MKWAVE and ADDNOISE programs (frequency = 0.05). (a)
Original without noise. (b) Unfiltered version with added
Gaussian noise (standard deviation = 0.2). (c) Lowpass filter with
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using the MKWAVE program. The ADDNOISE program was then used to add Gaussian
white noise with a standard deviation of 0.2 to the cosine wave as shown in Figure
4.27(b). Using the STATS program, the standard deviation of the signal alone [Figure
4.27(a)] can be easily found to be 0.7107. Because the standard deviation of the added
noise is 0.2, the signal-to-noise ratio of the noisy signal shown in Figure 4.27(b) is 3.55
or 11.0 dB. Figure 4.27(c) shows the result of applying the 35-tap lowpass FIR filter to
the noisy signal. Note that much of the noise is still present but is smaller and has pre-
dominantly low frequency components. By lowpass filtering the 100 noise samples added
to the cosine wave separately, the signal-to-noise ratio of Figure 4.27(c) can be estimated.
The following computer dialogue involving the ADDNOISE, STATS, and FIRFILT pro-
grams illustrates this procedure:

>ADDNOISE

Enter input file name (CR for none):
Enter number of samples to generate [2...32767] : 100
Enter noise type (0 = uniform, 1 = Gaussian) [0...1] : 1
Enter noise multiplier [0...1e + 003] : 0.2
Enter output file name: WN100.DAT
Noise signal of length 100, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 0.2
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FIGURE 4.27 (Continued)
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>STATS
Enter input filename : WN100.DAT
File trailer:
Noise signal of length 100, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 0.2
Record  Average  Variance Sigma     Min    Max
------  -------  -------- -----     ---    ---
0       0.0146  0.0389   0.1973  -0.4098  0.5141

>FIRFILT
Enter input file name : WN100.DAT
File trailer:
Noise signal of length 100, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 0.2
Enter filter type (0 = LPF, 1 = HPF, 2 = PULSE) [0...2] : 0
Enter output file name : WN100F0.DAT
>STATS
Enter input filename : WN100F0.DAT
File trailer:
Noise signal of length 100, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 0.2
Lowpass filtered using FIRFILT

Record Average Variance Sigma     Min     Max
------ ------- -------- -----     -—-     -—-
0      0.0160  0.0158   0.1257  -0.3093  0.3480

As shown above, the standard deviation of the noise alone in Figure 4.27(b) is 0.1973
(well within statistical limits of the 0.2 value selected), and in Figure 4.27(c) it is reduced
by the lowpass filter to 0.1257. Because the cosine wave signal level is unchanged in am-
plitude, the signal-to-noise ratio of Figure 4.27(c) is 5.65 or 15 dB. Thus, the filtering op-
eration improved the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 0.637 or 3.9 dB.

The ratio of the output noise variance to the input noise variance of a lowpass filter
driven by white Gaussian noise can also be determined analytically as follows:

(4.17)

The filter frequency response is H(f), and the impulse response of the N tap FIR fil-
ter is bn. H(0) is the maximum gain of the filter in the passband (assumed to be at zero
frequency for a lowpass filter). Note that the lower the cutoff frequency of the filter, the
greater the noise variance is reduced. The above calculation for the 35-tap FIR lowpass
filter yields 0.4079. The standard deviation of the noise is reduced by the square root of
this, or 0.6387, in good agreement with the result obtained with the ADDNOISE,
FIRFILT, and STATS programs. Although the analytic method works quite well for
Gaussian noise, it is often easier to simulate the filtering of non-Gaussian or narrowband
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FIGURE 4.28 Plot of data file PULSE.DAT (see Figure 4.24) with
added noise (standard deviation of noise = 0.5).
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correlated noise samples and determine the resulting statistics rather than derive the ana-
lytic solution.

Another example of signal-to-noise improvement arises in the detection and para-
meter estimation of radar or sonar pulses that have been corrupted by noise. By removing
some of the noise without changing the signal spectrum, the detection of a radar return
becomes much easier and parameters estimated from the signal (such as range to the tar-
get) become much more precise. Figure 4.28 shows a very noisy version of the simulated
radar pulse first introduced in Section 4.6.1 (see Figure 4.24 for the original waveform
without noise). The standard deviation of the white Gaussian noise added by the
ADDNOISE program is 0.5. Because the standard deviation of the pulse is also 0.5 (cal-
culated based on the pulse length of 52 samples), Figure 4.28 illustrates a 0-dB signal-to-
noise ratio, which makes it very difficult to identify the location of the pulse.

Filtering the noisy RADAR pulse signal will improve the detectability of the pulse be-
cause the 3dB bandwidth of the pulse signal is approximately 5% of the bandwidth of the
white noise. The center frequency of the pulse is at 0.33fs, so a highpass filter that passes the
pulse and attenuates some of the low-frequency noise will improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
For example, Figure 4.29(a) shows the result of filtering the noisy pulse data with the sixth
order Chebyshev IIR highpass filter (described in Section 4.2.2). It is somewhat easier to
distinguish the pulse from the noise in Figure 4.29(a) than in Figure 4.28.
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FIGURE 4.29 Plot of data file PULSE.DAT with added noise after
filtering using IIRFILT and FIRFILT. (a) Sixth-order IRR highpass
filter. (b) Matched 52-point FIR filter.
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A better solution to enhancing the noisy radar pulse data is to perform matched fil-
tering. Matched filtering can provide the maximum signal-to-noise ratio for a given pulse
spectrum and noise spectrum. The detection probability and the precision of the parame-
ter estimates can be maximized in many cases (see Papoulis for the conditions for maxi-
mum likelihood signal detection). When the noise spectrum is white, the matched filter
turns out to be a filter with a frequency response equal to the complex conjugate of the
pulse spectrum. In the time domain, this implies that the impulse response is the time-
reversed pulse without noise. The 52-point FIR filter defined in FILTER.H and imple-
mented in program FIRFILT is the matched filter for the pulse shown in Figure 4.24. The
output of this matched filter when applied to the noisy pulse is shown in Figure 4.29(b).
When compared with the highpass filter result shown in Figure 4.29(a), the pulse is much
easier to locate and would be easy to detect using a simple amplitude threshold detector.

The signal-to-noise ratio improvement of the matched filter and highpass filter can
be estimated in a quantitative way using the ADDNOISE, IIRFILT, FIRFILT, and
STATS programs. For each filter, the filter response (in terms of standard deviation) due
to the signal alone and the noise alone is estimated. Because each filter is linear and the
original signal-to-noise ratio was 0 dB, the ratio of the standard deviation is the improve-
ment in the signal-to-noise ratio. The standard deviation results of this procedure for the
noisy radar pulse data are summarized in the following table:

Signal                   Signal-to-Noise
Only        Noise Only       Ratio

(52 points)   (500 points)       (dB) 
Without filter              0.506        0.490            0.3
Sixth-order IIR filter      0.478        0.289            4.4
52-tap matched filter       6.636        1.696           11.8

Thus, the matched FIR filter results in a 7.4 dB better signal-to-noise ratio than the
sixth-order IIR filter and is 11.5 dB better than no filter at all. Note that the matched filter
has a gain of 13 because no scaling was performed when the pulse signal was time re-
versed.

4.7.4 Filtering Quantization Noise

In many signal processing systems, the number of bits available to represent the input
signal is limited because of the high cost of precision A/D converters or because a high-
speed A/D converter is only available with a limited number of bits. In either case, it is
possible to design a digital filter tp improve the effective number of bits and the signal-
to-noise ratio of the digital representation of the input signal. In practice, the quantization
noise present in a signal can often be considered white noise as long as the sampling rate
is less than 10 times the dominant frequency and the number of bits is greater than 4.
Thus, in some cases filtering quantization noise is essentially the same as filtering white
noise as discussed in Section 4.7.3. If the least significant bit of a digital sequence is as-
signed unit value, then the quantization noise created by the digital representation has a
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LISTING 4.16 Program QUANTIZE used to determine the integer values of
a quantized representation of a data record in a DSP data file. The pro-
gram also generates a second record showing the quantization error of

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// quantize.cpp - Quantize record of DSP data
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "image.h"
#include "get.h"
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//   Program to quantize a record in a DSPFile so
//   that the maximum absolute value is an integer
//   entered by the user. The resulting DSPFile
//   has the quantized data and the error of the
//   quantization as two records.
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfile;
String strName;

// Open the input file
do getInput( "Enter input file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfile.isFound( strName ) == false );
dspfile.openRead( strName );

Vector<float> vIn;
dspfile.read( vIn );

// Check if file is empty
if( vIn.isEmpty() )

throw DSPFileException( "File empty" );

// Get file trailer
String strTrailer;
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LISTING 4.16 (Continued)

dspfile.getTrailer( strTrailer );
dspfile.close();

// Show trailer
if( strTrailer.isEmpty() == false )

cout << "File trailer: " << strTrailer << endl;

// Find maximum absolute value
float max = fabs( vIn[0] );
for( int i = 1; i < vIn.length(); i++ )
{

float x = fabs( vIn[i] );
if( x > max )

max = x;
}

cout << "Signal absolute max = " << max << endl;

// Calculate error
Vector<float> vErr( vIn.length() );
int maxInt = 0;
getInput("Enter max absolute integer value",maxInt,1,32767);

// Quantize record and calculate error vector
for( i = 0; i < vIn.length(); i++ )
{

float x = (maxInt * vIn[i] ) / max;
float sig = (float)round( x );
vIn[i] = sig;
vErr[i] = x - sig;

}

// Open output DSPFile
do getInput( "Enter output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );

dspfile.openWrite( strName );
dspfile.write( vIn );
dspfile.write( vErr );

// Make descriptive trailer and write to file
char szBuf[300];
sprintf(
szBuf,
"Quantized signal and error\nSignal max = %f, Int max = %d\n",
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LISTING 4.16 (Continued)

max,
maxInt );

strTrailer += szBuf;
dspfile.setTrailer( strTrailer );
dspfile.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}

variance of 1/12 and is uniformly distributed (see Chapter 1, Section 1.7.6). Each factor
of two improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (as calculated for a particular filter using
Equation 4.17) gives another bit of valid signal information.

Listing 4.16 shows the program QUANTIZE, which simulates the quantization
process by rounding the data from a DSP data file to a maximum integer value. For
two’s-complement rounding, the maximum integer output value (entered by the user)
should be set to 2B − 1 − 1, where B is the number of bits (B > 1). The QUANTIZE pro-
gram uses the round macro (defined in GET.H; see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2) to deter-
mine the positive or negative integer closest to the scaled floating-point value read by
read. Only the first data record in the DSP data file is quantized. The program also gener-
ates the quantization error record that is the difference between the output and the exact
representation. This error record is always between -0.5 and 0.5 and is stored in the sec-
ond record (record 1) in the output file.

Figure 4.30(a) shows the quantization of a cosine wave generated using the
MKWAVE and QUANTIZE programs. The original floating-point data (file W05.DAT)
is a single frequency at 0.05fs and is shown in Figure 4.27(a). The computer dialogue re-
quired to quantize file W05.DAT using the QUANTIZE program is as follows:

Enter input file name : W05.DAT

File trailer:

Signal of length 100 equal to the sum of 1 cosine waves at the following frequencies:

f/fs = 0.050000

Signal absolute max = 1.000000
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FIGURE 4.30 Illustration of filtering a quantized signal. (a)
Example 3-bit quantized version of W05.DAT. (b) 35-tap lowpass
FIR filtered version of the 3-bit quantized W05.DAT.
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Enter max absolute integer value [1...32767] : 3

Enter output file name : W05Q.DAT

By using the FIRFILT program to filter the 3-bit quantized cosine wave with the 35-tap
FIR lowpass filter the result shown in Figure 4.30(b) is obtained. Because the
QUANTIZE program provides the quantization error vector as the second record (record
1) in the output file, the quantization error alone is also filtered by the FIRFILT program.
Figure 4.31 shows the quantization error vector before and after filtering [record 1 of files
W05Q.DAT and W05QF0.DAT are shown in Figures 4.31(a) and 4.31(b), respectively].
Since the filtering is linear and obeys superposition, the filtering of the quantization error
alone also shows the affect of the filtering on the quantization noise in the signal. The
STATS program can then be used to measure the changes in quantization noise as fol-
lows:

>STATS

Enter input filename : W05Q.DAT

File trailer:

Signal of length 100 equal to the sum of 1 cosine waves at frequencies:
f/fs = 0.050000

Quantized signal and error
Signal max = 1.000000, Int max = 3

Record  Average  Variance  Sigma    Min    Max
------  -------  --------  -----    ---    ---

0    0.0000    4.5455  2.1320 -3.0000 3.0000
1    0.0000    0.0536  0.2315 -0.4271 0.4271

>STATS

Enter input filename: W05QFO.DAT

File trailer:

Signal of length 100 equal to the sum of 1 cosine waves at frequencies:
f/fs = 0.050000

Quantized signal and error
Signal max = 1.000000, Int max = 3

Lowpass filtered using FIRFILT
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FIGURE 4.31 Illustration of filtering the quantization error of
the signal shown in Figure 4.30(a). (a) The error of the 3-bit
quantized cosine wave. (b) 35-tap lowpass FIR filtered version
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Record  Average  Variance  Sigma      Min     Max
------  -------  --------  -----      ---     ---

0   -0.0098   4.3514    2.0860  -2.9924  2.9202
1    0.0007   0.0007    0.0258  -0.0440  0.0683

The signal-to-noise ratio of the quantized signal shown in Figure 4.30(a) is 19.3 dB
(2.132/0.2315 as shown for W05Q.DAT), which is very close to the theoretical value of
19.6 dB (see Chapter 1, Section 1.7.6). The signal-to-noise ratio of the lowpass filtered
version is 38.2 dB. This is much greater than the expected value of 23.5 dB (a 3.9-dB im-
provement) if the quantization noise was independent white noise. Unfortunately, in
some cases, quantization noise is not independent or white.

As can be seen in Figure 4.31(a), the quantization noise of the low-frequency co-
sine wave is highly correlated with the signal and has a large amount of high-frequency
content (indicated by the sharp transitions). When the number of bits used to quantize a
narrow bandwidth signal is small, the quantization must be considered a nonlinear
process that creates harmonics of the signal. In the example shown in Figure 4.31, the
higher-frequency harmonics are dominant so that the lowpass filter eliminated more of
the quantization noise than expected.

A more realistic example of filtering a quantized signal is shown in Figure 4.32
using the radar pulse data (file PULSE.DAT as shown in Figure 4.24). Figure 4.32(a)
shows the 3-bit quantized signal generated using the QUANTIZE program (file
PULSEQ.DAT). Figure 4.32(b) shows the 35-tap FIR highpass filtered result (file
PULSEQF1.DAT) obtained using the FIRFILT program. The statistics obtained from the
STATS program for these two files are as follows:

>STATS

Enter input filename: PULSEQ.DAT

File trailer:

RF pulse data sampled at 3 times center frequency.

Quantized signal and error
Signal max = 0.999940, Int max = 3

Record     Average    Variance    Sigma      Min      Max
------     -------    --------    -----      ---      ---

0       -0.0020    0.2625     0.5124   -3.0000   3.0000
1        0.0019    0.0049     0.0701   -0.3927   0.4890

>STATS

Enter input filename: PULSEQF1.DAT

File trailer:
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FIGURE 4.32 Filtering of 3-bit quantized version of PULSE.DAT. (a)
PULSE.DAT (see Figure 4.24) after quantization (maximum value =
3). (b) After 35-point FIR highpass filtering using FIRFILT.
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RF pulse data sampled at 3 times center frequency.

Quantized signal and error
Signal max = 0.999940, Int max = 3

Highpass filtered using FIRFILT

Record     Average    Variance    Sigma     Min     Max
------     -------    --------   -----      ---     -—-

0      -0.0000     0.2541     0.5041   3.0687  3.0416
1       0.0000     0.0030     0.0545   0.3023  0.3795

In this example, the quantization noise was reduced by 2.2 dB, but the signal was reduced
by 0.1 dB resulting in a signal-to-noise improvement of only 2.1 dB. This is somewhat
less than the 3.9 dB signal-to-noise improvement that would be obtained for the FIR
highpass filter with a white Gaussian noise input. In this case, much of the quantization
noise is in the same band as the signal, so it is more difficult to eliminate.

Sometimes quantization noise can be tolerated because the noise level of the input
signal is well above the quantization noise level. Such a case is illustrated in Figure 4.33
using the noisy radar pulse data (file PULSEWN.DAT as was used in Section 4.7.3). In
this case, a 4-bit quantized version of the noisy radar pulse [shown in Figure 4.33(a)] is
filtered using the 52-tap FIR matched filter as was used in Section 4.7.3. The result
[shown in Figure 4.33(b)] has a signal-to-noise ratio of 11.6 dB, which is only 0.3 dB less
than the unquantized signal-to-noise ratio (11.9 dB) of the result shown in Figure 4.29(b).
The quantization noise level was small compared to the white noise level, and the
matched filter served to filter both noise sources.

Using the least number of bits in a high-speed signal processing system can be very
important because of the cost, complexity, and processing-time reductions associated
with processing fewer bits. Thus, whenever the signal-to-noise ratio of a quantized signal
is in question, it is important to simulate the quantization process to be sure that the sig-
nal quantization at a particular point is not adversely affecting the system performance,
increasing the cost, or decreasing the processing efficiency.

4.8 NONLINEAR FILTERING

Nonlinear filtering covers a vast array of techniques used primarily to process signals that
will be analyzed in qualitative ways. For example, in image processing non-linear opera-
tions are often performed to increase the contrast or enhance some feature of an image
(Chapter 7 covers many of these techniques). Although quantitative measures of the en-
hancement of the image can be developed, nonlinear filtering is almost always judged
based on a qualitative “look” at the result. Nonlinear filtering techniques are not applied
nearly as often as linear filtering techniques, perhaps because the nonlinear techniques
are less well known and are often developed without a strong theoretical background.
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FIGURE 4.33 (a) Plot of 4-bit quantized version (maximum ab-
solute value = 7) of PULEWN.DAT (see Figure 4.28). (b) After 52-
point FIR matched filtering using FIRFILT.
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Also, the majority of the digital signal processing devices are more efficient when per-
forming FIR or IIR linear filter than nonlinear filtering, which often requires conditional
execution based on the input data.

The simplest nonlinear filter is a nonlinear element followed by a linear filter.
Examples of this type of nonlinear process include logarithmic compression used in
speech signal processing and histogram equalization in image processing. This addition
of a nonlinear element makes the analysis of the filtering process much more difficult be-
cause superposition cannot be applied. In particular, the filtering of noise in a signal is at-
tenuated by different amounts depending on the signal level. The noise level at the output
of a nonlinear system can be estimated by passing the signal alone and the signal with
noise separately through the system. These two outputs can then be subtracted to deter-
mine the output noise level for a particular signal input. A large number of possible signal
inputs must be generated and passed through the system in order to estimate the worst
case output signal-to-noise ratio. In fact, the quantization filtering examples discussed in
Section 4.7.4 are examples of a nonlinear process (the quantization process) followed by
a linear filter.

Another class of nonlinear filters involves the replacement of the input data with a
new output based on a set of conditions. For example, the output of an FIR lowpass filter
could be used to form the output sequence only when the input sequence (delayed to
compensate for the filter delay) is different from the filter output by some threshold. This
is called conditional filtering and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.4.

Perhaps some of the more complicated non-inear filters rearrange the order of the
input and generate an output based on this rearrangement. Usually, some number of sam-
ples in a windowed section of the input signal are sorted into a descending order and the
output sample is generated from the sorted values. If the middle value from the sorted
values is taken as the output, the process is called median filtering. The median filter out-
put can be used conditionally based on the difference between the median output and the
input in which case the process is called conditional median filtering. Median filtering
techniques are considered in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.2. Section 4.8.2 discusses the imple-
mentation of one-dimensional median filtering and Section 7.3.1 of Chapter 7 discusses
median filtering of images. The next section describes a simple and efficient way to im-
plement the sorting of an array (required for median filtering) using the qsort standard li-
brary function.

4.8.1 Sorting

Listing 4.17 shows the function medianFilter contained in the file MEDIAN.CPP. The
MEDIAN program (see Section 4.8.2) calls this function in order to conditionally median
filter the first record of a DSP data file. This section describes the use of the qsort stan-
dard library function used in the medianFilter function to sort the floating-point array
passed to it by the caller.

The qsort function (see C++ documentation for more details) is an implementation
of the recursive quicksort algorithm developed by Hoare in 1962 (see Knuth for a de-
tailed discussion of sorting algorithms). Given an array of values to be sorted, one of the
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LISTING 4.17 Function medianFilter used by program MEDIAN to median
filter an array of floating-point data. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// int cmp( const void *a, const void *b )

//   Compare two floats for sorting ( qsort )

//

//  Returns:

//   1 —- *a > *b

//   -1 —- *a < *b

//   0 —- *a == *b

//

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

int cmp( const void *a, const void *b )

{

if( *(float *)a > *(float *)b )

return 1;

else if( *(float *)a < *(float *)b )

return -1;

else

return 0;

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// medianFilter(const Vector<float>& vIn, int lenFilt, float thresh )

//   Conditionally median filters a vector.

//

//   If the absolute difference of the median and the center

//   sample exceed the threshold parameter, then the sample is 

//   replaced by the median ( a threshold of zero will give strait

//   median filtering ).

//

//  Throws:

//   DSPException

//

//  Returns:

//   Resultant filtered vector

//

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

Vector<float> medianFilter( const Vector<float>& vIn, int lenFilt, float thresh

)

{

// Vector to return ( copy input to start with )
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elements is selected and the other elements are partitioned into two subsets based on the
value of the selected element. One subset contains elements less than the selected element
(placed at the end of the list), and the other subset contains the rest. This partitioning
process is then applied recursiveIy to each of the subsets. When a subset has only one el-
ement, no more subsets can be created and the recursion stops.

The medianFilter function extracts a group of floating-point values from the input
array (the length of this group of values is equal to the median filter length) and copies
the data to the arraySort. This data is sorted using qsort as follows:

qsort( arraySort, lenFilt, sizeof(float), cmp );

The qsort function is designed to work with any type of data array (even arrays of
strings). The first argument (arraySort) is a pointer to the array to sort. The second and
third arguments give the number of elements in the array and the size of each element.
The last argument is a pointer to a function that performs the comparison on a pair of ar-
guments of the same data type as the array.

Pointers to functions have not been discussed previously because they are not used
frequently in DSP applications. In C++, a function is not a variable, but it does start at a
particular memory location so it is possible to define pointers to functions. Pointers to
functions can be assigned, used as a function call [the function pointed to by ptr is called
using (*ptr)() if the function does not require arguments], placed in arrays, passed to
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LISTING 4.17 (Continued)

Vector<float> vRet = vIn;

// Data to sort

float *arraySort = new float[lenFilt];

if( arraySort == NULL )

throw DSPMemoryException( "Sort array" );

int mlen2 = lenFilt / 2;

for( int i = 0; i < ( vIn.length() - lenFilt ); i++ )

{

// Copy data to sort

for( int j = 0; j < lenFilt; j++ )

arraySort[j] = vIn[i + j];

// Sort the data using qsort standard library routine

qsort( arraySort, lenFilt, sizeof( float ), cmp );

// Replace with median if difference greater than threshold

if( fabs( arraySort[mlen2] - vIn[i + mlen2] ) > thresh )
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functions, and so on. In the case of the qsort function, the function pointer is passed to
qsort so that it can call the comparison function to determine how to order the array of
data. The comparison routine used in medianFilter is as follows:

int float_cmp(a,b)
float *a,*b;

{
if(*a > *b) return (1);
else return (-1);

}

This short function takes two pointers to float variables (which are supplied by the qsort
function) and compares the floating-point values. If the first is greater than the second, an
integer equal to 1 is returned; otherwise, -1 is returned. The sign of the returned value is
used by qsort to partition the array.

4.8.2 Median Filtering

The medianFilter function (see Listing 4.17) determines the median value in a sliding
window (the number of points in the window is given by the variable lenFilt) and condi-
tionally replaces the input data with the median value. The input floating-point array is
first copied to the output floating-point array (both of which are allocated by the calling
function). Then, if the difference between the median value and the input is greater than
the threshold, the output data is replaced by the median value. Note that the input se-
quence remains unchanged. If the threshold is set to zero, then the filtering performed is
simple median filtering where the median value is always used. When the threshold is
some positive value, conditional median filtering is implemented. Listing 4.18 shows the
program MEDIAN, which uses the medianFilter function to median filter the first record
in a DSP data file. The following computer dialogue illustrates the use of the MEDIAN
program with the single cosine wave with added Gaussian noise [data file W05WN.DAT
as shown in Figure 4.27(b)]:

Enter input file name : W05WN.DAT

File trailer:

Signal of length 100 equal to the sum of 1
cosine waves at the following frequencies:
f/fs = 0.050000

Noise signal of length 100, Gaussian distribution, Amplitude = 0.2

Enter median filter length [3...100] : 3

Enter conditional median threshold [0...1e+010] : 0
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LISTING 4.18 Program MEDIAN used to median filter a data record in a
DSP data file. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// median.cpp - Median filter

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#include "dsp.h"

#include "disk.h"

#include "image.h"

#include "get.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// int main()

//   Program to conditionally median filter a record and

//   generate a DSPFile containing the new filtered data.

//

//  Returns:

//   0 —- Success

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int main()

{

try

{

DSPFile dspfile;

String strName;

// Open the input file

do getInput( "Enter input file name", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfile.isFound( strName ) == false );

dspfile.openRead( strName );

Vector<float> vIn;

dspfile.read( vIn );

// Check if file is empty

if( vIn.isEmpty() )

throw DSPFileException( "File empty" );

// Get file trailer

String strTrailer;

dspfile.getTrailer( strTrailer );

dspfile.close();
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Enter output file name : W05WNM30.DAT

The result of the above use of the MEDIAN program is shown in Figure 4.34(a). Note the
flat areas at the extremes of the filtered signal that would result from the median filtering
of a cosine wave with or without noise. This “flat topping” is generally unwanted when
filtering sinusoidal signals but is quite reasonable in a row or column of an image. Figure
4.34(b) shows the result of a 9-point median filter with the same data. The 9-point result
has longer flat regions, and will therefore have more lower-frequency components.
Figure 4.35 shows a similar result for conditional median filtering with a threshold of 0.1
for the 3-point median filter [Figure 4.35(a)] and a threshold of 0.2 for the 9-point median
filter [Figure 4.35(b)]. Note that the degree of “flat topping” is substantially reduced.
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LISTING 4.18 (Continued)

// Show trailer

if( strTrailer.isEmpty() == false )

cout << "File trailer: " << strTrailer << endl;

// Get user parameters

int lenFilt = 0;

getInput("Enter median filter length",lenFilt,3, vIn.length());

float thresh = 0.0f;

getInput("Enter conditional median threshold",thresh, 0.0,1.e10);

Vector<float> vOut = medianFilter( vIn, lenFilt, thresh );

// Open output DSPFile

do getInput( "Enter output file name", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() );

dspfile.openWrite( strName );

dspfile.write( vOut );

// Make descriptive trailer and write to file

strTrailer += "Filtered using MEDIAN filter\n";

dspfile.setTrailer( strTrailer );

dspfile.close();

}

catch( DSPException& e )

{

cerr << e;

return 1;

}

return 0;
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FIGURE 4.34 Median filtering of W05WN.DAT [as shown in Figure
4.27(b)] using program MEDIAN (threshold = 0). (a) Sort length =
3. (b) Sort length = 9.
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FIGURE 4.35 Conditional median filtering of W05WN.DAT [as
shown in Figure 4.27(b)] using program MEDIAN. (a) Sort length =
3, threshold = 0.1. (b) Sort length = 9, threshold = 0.2.
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4.8.3 Speech Compression

The simplest way to reduce the bandwidth required to transmit speech is to simply reduce
the number bits per sample that are sent. If this is done in a linear fashion, then the qual-
ity of the speech (in terms of signal-to-noise ratio) will degrade rapidly when less than 8
bits per sample are used. Speech signals require 13 or 14 bits with linear quantization in
order to produce a digital representation of the full range of speech signals encountered in
telephone applications. The CCITT recommendation G.711 specifies the basic pulse code
modulation (PCM) algorithm, which uses a logarithmic compression curve called µ-law.
µ-law (see Section 1.5.2 in Chapter 1) is a piecewise linear approximation of a logarith-
mic transfer curve consisting of 8 linear segments. It compresses a 14-bit linear speech
sample down to 8 bits. The sampling rate is 8000 Hz of the coded output. A compression

300 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

LISTING 4.19 Program MULAW.CPP, which encodes and decodes a speech
signal using µ-law compression. (Continued)

#include "dsp.h"

#include "disk.h"

#include "get.h"

#include "mu.h"

//**************************************************************

//

// MULAW.CPP - PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE MU LAW SPEECH COMPRESSION

//

//**************************************************************

int main()

{

try 

{

DSPFile dspfileIn;

DSPFile dspfileOut;

String strName;

String strTrailer;

// Open the input file

do getInput( "Enter input file", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfileIn.isFound( strName ) == false );

dspfileIn.openRead( strName );

int lenIn = dspfileIn.getRecLen();

Vector<float> vIn;

dspfileIn.read( vIn );
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ratio of 1.75:1 is achieved by this method without much computational complexity.
Speech quality is not degraded significantly, but music and other audio signals would be
degraded. Listing 4.19 shows the program MULAW.CPP, which encodes and decodes a
speech signal using µ-law compression. The encode and decode functions that use tables
to implement the compression are also shown in this listing. Because the tables are rather
long, they are in the include file MU.H.

4.9 OSCILLATORS AND WAVEFORM SYNTHESIS

The generation of pure tones is often used to synthesize new sounds in music or for test-
ing DSP systems. The basic oscillator is a special case of an IIR filter where the poles are
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LISTING 4.19 (Continued)

// Create output vector

Vector<int> vOut( lenIn );

for(int i = 0 ; i < lenIn ; i++) {

// encode 14 bit linear input to mu-law

int j = abs(vIn[i]);

if(j > 0x1fff) j = 0x1fff;

int k = invmutab[j >> 1];

if(vIn[i] >= 0) k |= 0x80;

// decode the 8 bit mu-law

vOut[i] = mutab[k];

}

// Write filtered vector out to file

do getInput( "Enter mu-law output file name", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() );

dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );

dspfileOut.write( vOut );

// Close files

dspfileIn.close();

dspfileOut.close();

}

catch( DSPException& e )

{

// Display exception

cerr << e;

return 1;

}

return 0;
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on the unit circle and the initial conditions are such that the input is an impulse. If the
poles are moved outside the unit circle, the oscillator output will grow at an exponential
rate. If the poles are placed inside the unit the circle, the output will decay toward zero.
The state (or history) of the second-order section determines the amplitude and phase of
the future output. The next section describes the details of this type of oscillator. Section
4.9.2 considers another method to generate periodic waveforms of different frequen-
cies––the wave table method. In this case any period waveform can be used to generate a
fundamental frequency with many associated harmonics.

4.9.1 IIR Filters as Oscillators

The impulse response of a continuous time second order oscillator is given by

(4.18)

If d > 0 then the output will decay toward zero and the peak will occur at

(4.19)

The peak value will be

(4.20)

A second-order difference can be used to generate an approximation response of this
continuous-time output. The equation for a second-order discrete time oscillator is based
on an IIR filter and is as follows:

(4.21)

where the x input is only present for t = 0 as an initial condition to start the oscillator and

where τ is the sampling period (1/fs) and ω is 2π times the oscillator frequency.
The frequency and rate of change of the envelope of the oscillator output can be

changed by modifying the values of d and ω on a sample by sample basis. This is illus-
trated in the OSC program shown in Listing 4.20. The output waveform grows from a
peak value of 1.0 to a peak value at the sample number given by START_SAMPLES.
After this sample is generated the envelope of the output decays toward zero and the fre-
quency is reduced in steps every CHANGE_SAMPLES samples. A short example out-
put waveform is shown in Figure 4.36.
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LISTING 4.20 Program OSC.CPP to generate a sine wave signal with a
variable envelope using a second-order IIR section. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// osc.cpp - generate a sine wave with variable envelope

//           using a 2nd order IIR section

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

#include "dsp.h"

#include "dft.h"

#include "disk.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// Constants

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

// Length of data to create

const int LENGTH = 800;

// Samples to generate

const int START_SAMPLES = 200;

// Change frequency every so often

const int CHANGE_SAMPLES = 100;

// Starting frequency (Hz)

const float START_FREQ = 1000.0f;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

//

// float osc( float freq, float rate, int changed )

//    Function to generate samples from a second 

//    order oscillator where rate is the envelope rate 

//    of change parameter (close to 1). The changed 

//    flag indicates that frequency and/or rate have 

//    changed.

//

//  Returns:

//    Sample from oscillator

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/

// Start new sequence from t = 0

const int OSC_START_NEW = -1;
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LISTING 4.20 (Continued)

// No change, generate next sample in sequence

const int OSC_NO_CHANGE = 0;

// Change rate or frequency after start

const int OSC_CHANGED = 1;

float osc( float freq, float rate, int changed )

{

const float TWO_PI_DIV_SAMPLE_RATE = (float)( 2.0f * PI / SAMPLE_RATE );

static float y1,y0,a,b,arg;

float out,wosc;

if( changed != OSC_NO_CHANGE )

{

// Assume rate and freq change every time

wosc = freq * TWO_PI_DIV_SAMPLE_RATE;

arg = 2.0f * cos( wosc );

a = arg * rate;

b = -rate * rate;

// Re-start case, set state variables

if( changed == OSC_START_NEW )

{

y0 = 0.0f;

y1 = rate * sin( wosc );

return y1;

}

}

// Make new sample

out = a * y1 + b * y0;

y0 = y1;

y1 = out;

return out;

}

int main()

{

try

{

// Start Amplitude of data

const double amp = 16000.0;

// Calculate the rate required to get to 

// desired amp in START_SAMPLES samples

float rate = (float)exp( log( amp ) / START_SAMPLES );
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LISTING 4.20 (Continued)

// Start at START_FREQ

float freq = START_FREQ;

// Open oscillation file

DSPFile dspfile;

dspfile.openWrite( "osc.dat" );

// First call to start up oscillator

dspfile.writeElement(osc( freq, rate, OSC_START_NEW ) );

// Special case for first samples to increase amplitude

for( int i = 0; i < START_SAMPLES; i++) 

dspfile.writeElement(osc( freq, rate, OSC_NO_CHANGE ));

// Decay the osc 10% every START_SAMPLES samples

rate = (float)exp( log( 0.9f ) / START_SAMPLES );

while( i < LENGTH )

{

// Change freq every CHANGE_SAMPLES samples

freq = 0.98 * freq;

dspfile.writeElement(osc( freq, rate, OSC_CHANGED ));

i++;

for( int j = 1 ; j < CHANGE_SAMPLES ; j++ )

{

dspfile.writeElement(osc( freq, rate, OSC_NO_CHANGE));

i++;

}

}

// Close file

dspfile.close();

}

catch( DSPException& e )

4.9.2 Table-Generated Waveforms

Listing 4.21 shows the program WAVETAB.CPP, which generates a fundamental fre-
quency at a particular musical note given by the variable key. The frequency in Hertz is
relate to the integer key as follows:

f = 440 • 2key/12
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Thus, a key value of zero will give 440 Hz, which is the musical note A above mid-
dle C. The WAVETAB.CPP program starts at a key value of -24 (two octaves below A)
and steps through a chromatic scale to key value 12 (one octave above A). A total of 37
one-second notes are generated by the program. Each sample output value is calculated
using a linear interpolation of the 300 values in the table gwave. The first 8,000 sample

FIGURE 4.36 Example signal output from the OSC.CPP program
(modified to reach peak amplitude in 200 samples and change
frequency every 100 sample for display purposes).
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LISTING 4.21 Program WAVETAB.CPP to generate periodic wave-
form at any frequency. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// wavetab.cpp - Wavetable Sound Generator
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"

// gwave[301]
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LISTING 4.21 (Continued)

#include "gwave.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Constants
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
const float TREL[] = {    0.02f,    0.14f,     0.6f, 1.0f, 0.0f };
const float AMPS[] = { 25000.0f, 15000.0f, 6000.0f, 10.0f, 0.0f };
int main()
{

try
{

DSPFile dspfile;

// Open output file
dspfile.openWrite( "wavetab.dat" );

float rates[10] = { 0.0f };
int tbreaks[10] = { 0 };

// Dimension of original wave
int sizeWave = 300;

// 1 second notes
int endi = SAMPLE_RATE;

for( int key = -24 ; key <= 12 ; key++ )
{

// Decimation ratio for key semitones down from 440 Hz
float dec = ((float)sizeWave / SAMPLE_RATE ) *

440.0f * pow( 2.0f, 0.0833333333f * key );

// Calculate the rates required to get the desired amps
int told = 0;
float ampold = 1.0f;
// Always starts at unity
for( int i = 0; i < ELEMENTS( AMPS ); i++ )
{

float t = TREL[i] * endi;
rates[i] = exp(log(AMPS[i] / ampold) / ( t - told));
ampold = AMPS[i];
tbreaks[i] = told = t;

}
float phase = 0.0f;
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LISTING 4.21 (Continued)

float rate = rates[0];
float env = 1.0f;
int ci = 0;
for( i = 0; i < endi; i++ )
{

// Calculate envelope amplitude
if( i == tbreaks[ci] )

rate = rates[++ci];
env = rate * env;

// Determine interpolated sample value from table
int k = (int)phase;
float frac = phase - (float)k;
float sample = gwave[k];

// Possible sizeWave+1 access
float delta = gwave[k+1] - sample;

sample += frac * delta;

// Calculate output and send to DAC
dspfile.writeElement( env * sample );

// Calculate next phase value
phase += dec;
if( phase >= sizeWave )

phase -= sizeWave;
}

}

// Close file
dspfile.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}
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values generated by WAVETAB are shown in Figure 4.37. This is the first note gener-
ated by the program at a frequency of 110 Hz (with a sample rate of 11025). The gwave
array is 301 elements to make the linear interpolation more accurate (aliasing for some
values of dec could cause a problem if less than 300 elements were used). The first ele-
ment (0) and the last element (300) are the same, creating a circular interpolated wave-
form. Any waveform can be substituted to create different sounds. The amplitude of the
output is controlled by the env variable and grows and decays at a rate determined by trel
and amp arrays.

4.10 ADAPTIVE FILTERING AND MODELING OF SIGNALS

The parametric approach to spectral estimation attempts to describe a signal as a result
from a simple system model with a random process as input. The result of the estimator is
a small number of parameters that completely characterize the system model. If the
model is a good choice, then the spectrum of the signal model and the spectrum from
other spectral estimators should be similar. The most common parametric spectral estima-
tion models are based on AR, MA, or ARMA random process models as was discussed in
Section 1.8 of Chapter 1. Three simple applications of these models are presented in the
next sections.

FIGURE 4.37 First 8,000 samples of waveform generated by pro-
gram WAVETAB.CPP.
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A signal can be effectively improved or enhanced using adaptive methods if the
signal frequency content is narrow compared to the bandwidth and the frequency content
changes with time. If the frequency content does not change with time, a simple matched
filter will usually work better with less complexity. The basic LMS (least mean square)
algorithm is illustrated in the next section.

310 Filtering Routines Chap. 4

FIGURE 4.38 Block diagram of LMS adaptive signal enhancement.
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LISTING 4.22 Program LMS.CPP, which illustrates signal-to-
noise enhancement using the LMS algorithm. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// lms.cpp - LMS Signal Enhancement Demonstration
//
//  Inputs:
//   DSP data filename with signal and noise
//
//  Outputs:
//   DSPFile
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"
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LISTING 4.22 (Continued)

// Number of samples
const int SAMPLES = 351;
// Filter order (length = L + 1)
const int FILTER_ORDER = 20;

int main()
{

try
{

// Signal with number of samples
Vector<float> d( SAMPLES );

// Filter coefficients
Vector<float> b( FILTER_ORDER + 1 );
b = 0.0;

// Create signal plus noise
float signalAmp = sqrt( 2.0 );
float noiseAmp = 0.2 * sqrt( 12.0 );
float arg = 2.0f * PI / 20.0f;
for( int k = 0; k < d.length(); k++ )

d[k] = signalAmp*sin( arg*k ) + noiseAmp * gaussian();

// Set convergence parameter
float mu = 0.01f;

// Scale based on order of filter
mu = 2.0f * mu / ( FILTER_ORDER + 1 );

// Open file to write
DSPFile dspfile;
dspfile.openWrite( "lms.dat" );

float x = 0.0f;
for( k = 0; k < d.length(); k++ )
{

float y = lms( x, d[k], b, mu, 0.01F );
dspfile.writeElement( y );

// Delay x one sample
x = d[k];

}
dspfile.close();

}
catch( DSPException& e )
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LISTING 4.22 (Continued)

{
// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}

LISTING 4.23 Function lms(x,d,b,l,mu,alpha) implements the LMS algo-
rithm. (Continued)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// lms(float x, float d, const Vector<float>& b, float mu, float alpha )
//   Implements NLMS Algorithm b(k+1)=b(k)+2*mu*e*x(k)/((l+1)*sig)
//
//  Where:
//   x —- Input data
//   d —- Desired signal
//   b —- Adaptive coefficients of FIR filter
//   mu —- Convergence parameter (0.0 to 1.0)
//   alpha —- Forgetting factor:
//      sig(k)=alpha*(x(k)**2)+(1-alpha)*sig(k-1)
//      (>= 0.0 and < 1.0)
//
//  Retuns:
//   Filter output
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Maximum filter order
const int MAX_FILTER_ORDER = 50;
float lms(float x, float d, Vector<float>& b, float mu, float alpha )
{

// Start sigma forgetting factor at 2 and update internally
static float sigma = 2.0f;

const int filterOrder = b.length() - 1;

static float px[MAX_FILTER_ORDER + 1] = { 0.0f };
px[0] = x;

// Calculate filter output
float y = b[0] * px[0];
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LISTING 4.23 (Continued)

for( int coefIndex = 1; coefIndex <= filterOrder; coefIndex++ )
y = y + b[coefIndex] * px[coefIndex];

// Error signal
float e = d - y;

// Update sigma
sigma = alpha * ( px[0] * px[0] ) + ( 1 - alpha ) * sigma;
float mu_e = mu * e / sigma;

// Update coefficients
for( coefIndex = 0; coefIndex <= filterOrder; coefIndex++ )

b[coefIndex] = b[coefIndex] + mu_e * px[coefIndex];

// Update history
for( coefIndex = filterOrder; coefIndex >= 1; coefIndex— )

px[coefIndex] = px[coefIndex-1];
return y;

}

4.10.1 LMS Signal Enhancement

Figure 4.38 shows the block diagram of an LMS adaptive signal enhancement that will be
used to illustrate the basic LMS algorithm. This algorithm was described in Section 1.7.2
in Chapter 1. The input signal is a sine wave with added white noise. The adaptive LMS
algorithm (see Listing 4.22 and Listing 4.23) is a 21-tap (20th-order) FIR filter where the
filter coefficients are updated with each sample. The desired response in this case is the
noisy signal, and the input to the filter is a delayed version of the input signal. The delay
is selected such that the noise components of dk and xk are uncorrelated (a one-sample
delay works well for white noise).

The convergence parameter mu is the only input to the program. Although many
researchers have attempted to determine the best value for mu, no universal solution has
been found. If mu is too small, the system may not converge rapidly to a signal as is illus-
trated in Figure 4.39. The adaptive system is moving from no signal (all coefficients are
zero) to an enhanced signal. This takes approximately 300 samples in Figure 4.39(b) with
mu = 0.01 and approximately 30 samples in Figure 4.39(c) with mu = 0.1.

4.10.2 ARMA Modeling of Signals

Figure 4.40 shows the block diagram of a system-modeling problem used to illustrate the
adaptive IIR LMS algorithm discussed in detail in Section 1.7.2 in Chapter 1. Listing
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FIGURE 4.39 (a) Original noisey signal used in program LMS.CPP.
(b) Enhanced signal obtained from program LMS.CPP with m u =
0.01. (c) Enhanced signal obtained from program LMS.CPP with
m u = 0.1.
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FIGURE 4.39 (Continued)
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FIGURE 4.40 Block diagram of adaptive system modeling exam-
ple implemented by program ARMA.CPP.
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LISTING 4.24 Program ARMA.CPP to demonstrate ARMA modeling of a
system. (Continued)

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// ARMA.CPP - Addaptive IIR filtering
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "dsp.h"
#include "disk.h"
#include "get.h"

const int LEN = 7000;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// int main()
//
//  Returns:
//   0 —- Success
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int main()
{

try
{

float a[3] = { 0.187218F, 0.149990698F, 0.187218F };
float b[2] = { 0.7477891445F, -0.2722149193F };
Vector<float> d( LEN );

// Set random seed to known value
srand( 1 );
for( int i = 0; i < LEN; i++ )

d[i] = iir_biquad( gaussian(), a, b );

// Clear all coefficients at start of adaptive process
b[0] = b[1] = 0.0f;
a[0] = a[1] = a[2] = 0.0f;
Vector<float> y(LEN), a0(LEN), a1(LEN), a2(LEN), b0(LEN), b1(LEN);

// Reset the random seed to re-generate the random sequence
srand( 1 );
for( i = 0; i < LEN; i++ )
{

y[i] = iir_adapt_filter( gaussian(), d[i], a, b );
// print results every 100 adaptations
if(i%100 == 0)
{
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LISTING 4.24 (Continued)

cout << d[i] << " " << y[i] << " " << a[0] << " ";
cout << a[1] << " " << a[2] << " " << b[0] << " ";
cout << b[1] << endl;

}
// save coefficients in vectors
a0[i] = a[0];
a1[i] = a[1];
a2[i] = a[2];
b0[i] = b[0];
b1[i] = b[1];

}
// Open output file
DSPFile dspfile;
String strName;

do getInput( "Enter output file name", strName );
while( strName.isEmpty() );
dspfile.openWrite( strName );
// write error vector
dspfile.write( sub(y,d) );
// write coefficent vectors
dspfile.write( a0 );
dspfile.write( a1 );
dspfile.write( a2 );
dspfile.write( b0 );
dspfile.write( b1 );

}
catch( DSPException& e )
{

// Display exception
cerr << e;
return 1;

}
return 0;

}
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LSTING 4.25 Function iirBiquad(input,a,b), which implements one
second-order IIR filter (contained in ARMA.CPP).

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// float iir_biquad( float input, float *a, float *b )
//   IIR filter single biquad with 2 poles (2 b coefs) 
//   and 2 zeros (3 a coefs).
//
//  Returns:
//   Filtered output
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
float iir_biquad( float input, float *a, float *b )
{

if( a == NULL || b == NULL )
throw DSPParamException( "NULL coefficients" );

static float out_hist1 = 0.0f;
static float out_hist2 = 0.0f;
static float in_hist1 = 0.0f;
static float in_hist2 = 0.0f;

double output;
// Poles
output = out_hist1 * b[0];
output += out_hist2 * b[1];

// Zeros
output += input * a[0];
output += in_hist1 * a[1];
output += in_hist2 * a[2];

// Update history
in_hist2 = in_hist1;
in_hist1 = input;

out_hist2 = out_hist1;
out_hist1 = output;

return output;
}
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LISTING 4.26 Function iirAdaptFilter(input,d,a,b), which implements an
LMS adaptive second-order IIR filter (contained in ARMA.CPP).

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// float iir_adapt_filter(float input, float d, float *a, float *b)
//   Adaptive IIR filter biquad with 2 poles (2 b coefs) 
//   and 2 zeros (3 a coefs).
//
//  Returns:
//   Filtered output
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
float iir_adapt_filter(float input, float d, float *a, float *b)
{

if( a == NULL || b == NULL )
throw DSPParamException( “NULL coefficients” );

static float out_hist1 = 0.0f;
static float out_hist2 = 0.0f;
static float beta[2] = { 0.0f };
static float beta_h1[2] = { 0.0f };
static float beta_h2[2] = { 0.0f };
static float alpha[3] = { 0.0f };

static float alpha_h1[3] = { 0.0f };
static float alpha_h2[3] = { 0.0f };

static float in_hist[3] = { 0.0f };

// Poles
float output = out_hist1 * b[0];
output += out_hist2 * b[1];

// Zeros
in_hist[0] = input;
for( int i = 0; i < 3; i++ )

output += in_hist[i] * a[i];

// Calclulate alpha and beta update coefficients
for( i = 0; i < 3; i++ )

alpha[i] = in_hist[i] + b[0]*alpha_h1[i] + b[1]*alpha_h2[i];

beta[0] = out_hist1 + b[0]*beta_h1[0] + b[1]*beta_h2[0];
beta[1] = out_hist2 + b[0]*beta_h1[1] + b[1]*beta_h2[1];

// Error calculation
float e = d - output;
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LISTING 4.26 (Continued)

// Update coefficients
a[0] += e * 0.2f * alpha[0];
a[1] += e * 0.1f * alpha[1];
a[2] += e * 0.06f * alpha[2];

b[0] += e * 0.04f * beta[0];
b[1] += e * 0.02f * beta[1];

// Update history for alpha
for( i = 0; i < 3; i++ )
{

alpha_h2[i] = alpha_h1[i];
alpha_h1[i] = alpha[i];

}

// Update history for beta
for( i = 0; i < 2; i++ )
{

beta_h2[i] = beta_h1[i];
beta_h1[i] = beta[i];

}

// Update input/output history
out_hist2 = out_hist1;
out_hist1 = output;

in_hist[2] = in_hist[1];
in_hist[1] = input;
return output;

}

4.24 shows the main program ARMA.CPP, which first filters white noise (generated
using the Gaussian noise generator described in Section 4.2.1) using a second-order IIR
filter and then uses the LMS algorithm to adaptively determine the filter function.

Listing 4.25 shows the function iirBiquad which is used to filter the white noise
and Listing 4.26 shows the adaptive filter function, which implements the LMS algorithm
in a way compatible with real-time input. Although this is a simple ideal example where
exact convergence can be obtained, this type of adaptive system can also be used to
model more complicated systems such as communication channels or control systems.
The white noise generator can be considered a training sequence known to the algorithm,
and the algorithm must determine the transfer function of the system. Figure 4.41 shows
the error function for the first 7000 samples of the adaptive process. The error reduces
relatively slowly due to the poles and zeroes that must be determined. FIR LMS algo-
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rithms generally converge much faster when the system can be modeled as an MA system
(see Section 5.5.2 for an FIR LMS example). Figure 4.42 shows the path of the pole coef-
ficients (b0,b1) as they adapt to the final result where b0=0.748 and b1=-0.272.

4.10.3 AR Frequency Estimation

The frequency of a signal can be estimated in a variety of ways using spectral analysis
methods (see Chapter 5). Another parametric approach is based on modeling the signal as
resulting from an AR process with a single complex pole. The angle of the pole resulting
from the model is directly related to the mean frequency estimate. This model approach
can easily be biased by noise or other signals but provides a highly efficient real-time
method to obtain mean frequency information.

The first step in the AR frequency estimation process is to convert the real signal input
to a complex signal. This is not required when the signal is already complex as is the case for
a radar signal. Real to complex conversion can be done relatively simply by using a Hilbert
transform FIR filter. The output of the Hilbert transform filter gives the imaginary part of
the complex signal and the input signal is the real part of the complex signal. Listing 4.27
shows the program ARFREQ.CPP, which implements a 35-point Hilbert transform and the
AR frequency estimation process. The AR frequency estimate determines the average fre-
quency from the average phase differences between consecutive complex samples. The arc
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FIGURE 4.41 Error signal during the IIR adaptive process illus-
trated by the program ARMA.CPP.
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FIGURE 4.42 Coefficients during the IIR adaptive process illus-
trated by the program ARMA.CPP. (a) zero coefficient a0, (b) zero
coefficient a1, (c) zero coefficient a2, (d) pole coefficient b0, (e)
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FIGURE 4.42 (Continued)
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FIGURE 4.42 (Continued)
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LISTING 4.27 Program ARFREQ.CPP, which calculates first-order AR fre-
quency estimates. (Continues)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// arfreq.cpp - Calculate first order AR frequency estimate

//

//  Inputs:

//   Filename and length, type, and amplitude of noise

//

//  Outputs:

//   DSPFile with noise added

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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LISTING 4.27 (Continues)

#include "dsp.h"

#include "disk.h"

#include "get.h"

#include "filter.h"

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// Constant filter coefficients

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// 35 point hilbert transform FIR filter cutoff at 0.02 and 0.48

// +/- 0.5 dB ripple in passband, zeros at 0 and 0.5

float FIRHILBERT35[] = 

{

0.038135F,  0.000000F,  0.024179F,  0.000000F,  0.032403F,

0.000000F,  0.043301F,  0.000000F,  0.058420F,  0.000000F,

0.081119F,  0.000000F,  0.120167F,  0.000000F,  0.207859F,

0.000000F,  0.635163F,  0.000000F, -0.635163F,  0.000000F,

-0.207859F,  0.000000F, -0.120167F,  0.000000F, -0.081119F,

0.000000F, -0.058420F,  0.000000F, -0.043301F,  0.000000F,

-0.032403F,  0.000000F, -0.024179F,  0.000000F, -0.038135F

};

FIRFilter<float> FIRHILBERT( FIRHILBERT35, ELEMENTS( FIRHILBERT35 ) );

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// int main()

//   Take real data in one record and determine the 1st

//   order AR frequency estimate versus time. Uses a 

//   Hilbert transform to convert the real signal 

//   to complex representation

//

//  Returns:

//   0 —- Success

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int main()

{

try 

{

DSPFile dspfileIn;

DSPFile dspfileOut;

const float cpi = -1.0f / ( 2.0f * PI );

float freq;

int winLen = 32;

String strName;
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LISTING 4.27 (Continues)

// Open the input file

do getInput("Enter input file", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() || dspfileIn.isFound( strName ) == false );

dspfileIn.openRead( strName );

int lenIn = dspfileIn.getRecLen();

// Open the output file

do getInput("Enter frequency estimate output file name", strName );

while( strName.isEmpty() );

dspfileOut.openWrite( strName );

Complex sig,last = 0.0f;

const int delayIndex = FIRHILBERT.length() / 2 - 1;

for(int InCount = 0 ; InCount < lenIn ; InCount += winLen)

{

// Determine the phase difference between samples

Complex xsum = 0.0f;

for( int i = 0; i < winLen; i++ )

{

float input;

dspfileIn.readElement( input );

sig.m_imag = FIRHILBERT.filterElement( input );

sig.m_real = FIRHILBERT.getHistory( delayIndex );

xsum = xsum + sig * last;

// complex conjugate for last

last.m_real = sig.m_real;

last.m_imag = -sig.m_imag;

}

// Make sure the result is valid, give 0 if not

if( fabs( xsum.m_real ) > 1e-10f )

freq = cpi * atan2( xsum.m_imag, xsum.m_real );

else

freq = 0.0f;

dspfileOut.writeElement( freq );

}

// Close files

dspfileOut.close();

dspfileIn.close();

}

catch( DSPException& e )
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LISTING 4.27 (Continues)

{

// Display exception

cerr << e;

return 1;

}

return 0;

}

FIGURE 4.43 Frequency estimates from program ARFREQ.CPP
using the CHKL.DAT speech data as input.
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tangent is used to determine the phase angle of the complex results. Because the calculation
of the arc tangent is relatively slow, several simplifications can be made so that only one arc
tangent is calculated for each frequency estimate. Let xn be the complex sequence after the
Hilbert transform. The phase difference is

Φn n n n nx x x x= [ ] − [ ] = [ ]− −arg arg arg1 1
*
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The average frequency estimate is then

where the last approximation weights the phase differences based on the amplitude of the
complex signal and reduces the number of arc tangents to one per estimate. The constant
wlen is the window length (winlen in program ARFREQ) and controls the number of
phase estimates that are averaged together. Figure 4.43 shows the results from the
ARFREQ program when the CHKL.TXT speech data is used as input. Note that the
higher-frequency content of the “chi” sound is easy to identify.

4.11 EXERCISES

1. Run FIRFILT with CHKL.DAT as the input file, and pick the lowpass filter. Write the result
to FIR1.DAT, and then look at it with the WINPLOT program. Run IIRFILT with
CHKL.DAT as the input file, and pick the lowpass filter. Write the result to IIR1.DAT, and
then look at it with the WINPLOT program. Observe that both IIR and FIR filters give simi-
lar results when looking at a speech waveform. Listen to the two different outputs. Can you
hear the difference? Also observe that the waveform changes when a highpass filter is used
instead of a lowpass filter.

2. Try Exercise 1 using the waveform generated using MKWAVE.CPP in Section 4.2. You
should be able to observe differences between the FIR and IIR outputs. Which type of filter
is better for this input data?

3. Use the MKWAVE program to generate a cosine wave at a frequency of 0.3072. Run the
IIRFILT program with the lowpass filter, and compare this to the result using the FIRFILT
lowpass filter. Which type of filter is better at this frequency?

4. Run IIRDEZN program for a one-section second-order butterworth filter with s-domain co-
efficients as follows: sampling rate = 1000, cutoff frequency = 100, a0 = 1, a1 = 0, a2 = 0, b0
= 1, b1 = 1.4142136, b2 = 1. Output to a file (e.g., IIRD1.DAT), and plot using WINPLOT
program. This will show the magnitude response on a linear and dB scale (as two different
plots in two different consecutive records). What kind of filter is this?

5. Now change the coefficients of Exercise 4 to a0 = 0, a1 = 0, a2 = 1, b0 = 1, b1 = 1.4142136,
b2 = 1. What kind of filter is this? How have the digital filter coefficients changed?

6. Now change the coefficients of Exercise 4 to a0 = 0, a1 = 1, a2 = 0, b0 = 1, b1 = 1.4142136,
b2 = 1. What kind of filter is this? How have the digital filter coefficients changed?

7. Run the REMEZ program for optimal FIR filter design. Use example 1 for 24-tap lowpass
filter. Output to a file (e.g., FIRD1.DAT), and plot using WINPLOT program. This will
show the magnitude response on a linear and dB scale (as two different plots in two differ-
ent consecutive records). Try the other example REMEZ filters, and then try an example of
your own by using selection 5 in the REMEZ program. How manny FIR filter taps are re-
quired to make a filter with a similar frequency response to the filters used in Exercises 4,
5, and 6?
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8. Run IIRDEZN program for second-order bandpass filter s-domain coefficients as follows:
sampling rate = 8000, cutoff frequency = 1500, a0 = 0, a1 = 0.1, a2 = 0, b0 = 1, b1 = 0.1, b2
= 1. What is the approximate bandwidth and center frequency of this filter? Run FILTALL
program to filter the speech data (file CHKL.DAT) using this IIR filter. Listen to the result.
Now try this exercise again with a1 = b1 = 0.01. What good is this type of filter?

9. Plot the file PULSE.DAT to observe the radar pulse with no noise. Run ADDNOISE to add
white Gaussian noise to the radar pulse. Use a noise multiplier of 0.5, for example. Plot the
output of ADDNOISE to observe the RADAR pulse with noise. Suppose you choose a de-
tection threshold of 1.0. How many false detections would there be? Run FIRFILT using the
matched filter (selection 2), and observe the result using the WINPLOT program. How many
false detections are there now? How much noise can be added before more false detections
occur? Design your own FIR filter as was done in Exercise 7. Can you do as well as the
matched filter? Hint: The center frequency of the radar pulse is 0.333.

10. Run the REALCMX program to convert the PULSE.DAT pulse data to a baseband complex
signal. Use a decimation ratio of 3. Use the WINPLOT program to observe the results. The
first output record is the real part of the signal, and the second record is the imaginary part of
the signal. Now try a decimation ratio of 2, and observe the results using WINPLOT. How is
the pulse frequency changed by decimation?

11. Run the PSHIFT program using an audio source (music, for example) to change the sample
rate of the audio data. Modify the stopband attenuation (att in Listing 4.10) and interpolation
ratio (ratio in Listing 4.10) used in PSHIFT and recompile the program. Then listen to the
results. Can you hear the difference? At what point do the reults begin to sound the same?
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